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eshe
i’d been teaching bellydance 

in Japan and Canada for over 
four years before traveling to 
egypt. With a desire to share 
my own vision of bellydance, i 
opened a class at the Well be-
ing studio in seoul’s itaewon 
district in January 2008. 
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Neil coNWaY
in an undisclosed basement in Haebangchon, 

Conway along with a troupe of other musicians 
spent an afternoon learning songs from his band, 
The Discounts’ last album – “8 long Years” and 
“Post bling Ting” were two. 

32 groove dining

chef geoffreY miller
Raised in Canada, Miller has been a profes-

sional chef for about 15 years. After graduating 
culinary school, he worked a few years in smaller 
boutique hotels and restaurants before signing 
on with Hyatt.

phNom peNh
 Phnom Penh, like many other cities throughout 

Asia, is a schizophrenic hotpot of nationalities, re-
ligions and motivations. A complicated and some-
times turbulent history, however, has left Cambo-
dia a place more chequered than most. 

polar bear sWim
on the beach, friends, organizers and media 

cheer swimmers on. Getting out of the water 
everyone feels alive, skin tingling and smiling and 
no participant ever regrets making the brave 
choice.
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groove spotligHt

bY rishika murthY

The latter is merely in jest (sort of), but the former is something Trenka has 
dedicated much of her time and energy to during her time here in Korea. 

Trenka, who has been living in south Korea since 2004, is the president of 
the Truth and Reconciliation for the Adoption Community of Korea (TRACK). 
The group’s aim is to improve the human rights of adult adoptees, families and 
children using multiple approaches.

Trenka herself is an adoptee. born in seoul, she and her biological sister 
were adopted by a Caucasian family in the united states in 1972. she is also 
one of the few adoptees to be reunited with her birth family. 

According to the TRACK informational brochure, thousands of adoptees 
and families attempt to reunite every year, but fewer than 3 percent succeed.

in 2009, TRACK received an unprecedented amount of media coverage. 
Trenka said that it was a great thing because more media exposure helps raise 
awareness in Korea about the issues surrounding the adoption of Korean chil-
dren – both domestic and international. 

According to the overseas Adopted Koreans website, more than 160,000 
children have been sent overseas for adoption since 1958. overseas adoption 
began as a way to find homes for children orphaned by the Korean War or 
fathered by men in the u.s. military.

in recent years, the numbers of international adoptions have been on the 
decline, according to TRACK. However, they believe that the obvious answer 
to childcare is not to use government funds to promote adoption, but to 
strengthen support for original families, extended families and single mothers 
so they can raise their own children. 

Trenka also said that 2009 was a good year because TRACK, along with AsK 
and KoRoot, other adoptee organizations, have been able to contribute to the 
revision of the special Adoption law. 

it has been revised nine times already. Now, in its 10th revision, the adoptee 
community is finally able to work with the Ministry of Health, Welfare and 

Family to address their demands, which include the following:

integrate the laws that govern domestic and international adoption, 1. 
and bring the laws up to international standards.
Put children first.2. 
strengthen support for children’s original families.3. 
strengthen the rights of adoptees and children who will be adopted.4. 
install a government watchdog over the adoption agencies.5. 

The difference between the adoptee organizations and the government’s 
institute changes that increase financial support for unwed mothers. “This way, 
families won’t be separated in the first place,” said Trenka. 

AsK, TRACK, KoRoot and the unwed mother’s group, Miss Mamma Mia, 
are asking for revisions that match the standards of other countries regarding 
international adoption. Currently, Trenka said that mothers are given 72 hours 
after the birth of their baby to make a decision on whether or not they want 
to keep their child. 

“We’re saying 30 days (should be given),” said Trenka. “Thirty days is the 
standard for most international adoptions.”

Trenka said that people have misconceptions about adoption on the interna-
tional stage. “People have this misconception that they are helping out needy 
children and families and doing a good thing,” said Trenka. often times, howev-
er, the child is signed out of parental care under questionable circumstances.

Many times, the mother, if she is single or in a desperate situation, is pres-
sured to sign papers releasing the child out of her care while still in the hos-
pital and not in proper condition to be signing legal documents. it is also not 
unheard of for the mother to give the child up while it is still in the womb. 

she says that women need more time to make an informed decision. 
The government task force wants to revise the bill so that domestic adop-

tion is promoted as opposed to international adoption. 
“For the mothers, the end result is the same. We want to be able to support 

them in their own families,” said Trenka.
Trenka said there are two drafts of this bill basically competing against each 

other. However, she said that it’s a win-
win situation, as a representative of the 
adoptee groups is working with the 
government task force to finalize the 
bill. 

The law revision should be complet-
ed in March. “Hopefully, (in 2010), we’ll 
be celebrating more money to support 
unwed mothers. We hope that more 
people will be able to let go of their 
prejudices and see the reality of what’s 
going on and show their compassion 
for vulnerable families,” said Trenka.

Korea gained notoriety as a “baby 
exporting nation” in the 1950s when 
American soldiers were stationed in 

Korea. They would have relations with the women 
and since Korea is such a patriarchal society, the 
baby would not be registered properly.

“People still think we’re in some kind of war. 
This is not why children are still being sent away. 
The rate of domestic adoption is falling,” said 
Trenka. she is curious why the Korean govern-
ment is willing to spend so much money on 
promoting domestic adoption when they could 
support the mothers who have the children. 

Currently, families that adopt domestically 
are eligible for 100,000 won per month and sin-
gle mothers are given only 50,000 per month in 
government assistance. 

“The Korean adoption program is abhor-
rent. Mothers can raise their children success-
fully and we should help them do that,” said 
Trenka.

jane trenka’s “to do” list for the new Year is relativelY short:  
1. give all Korean mothers who would like to raise their own 
children the opportunity to do so and 2. take over the world.

Jane Jeong  
trenka & 
t.r.a.c.K.
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ateK:  
second 
teachers 
union formed 

foreigners living and work-
ing in south Korea are taking 
new steps to ensure their job 
security, improve working 

conditions and advance employee/
employer relations. the associa-
tion for teachers of english in Korea 
(ateK) is acting as a hub of infor-
mation and sharing the story of the 
second teacher’s union in Korea with 
its membership. 

evan lloyd, ATeK member and the president of 
the newly-formed workplace union, gave this state-
ment regarding the creation of the union: 

“The second teacher’s union was approved by 
the Korean authori-
ties on Nov. 24. This 
union is the result 
of months of col-
laborative action by 
five native English 
teachers and Jung 
bongsoo, an attor-
ney at the Kangnam 
labor law Firm.” 

lloyd added, “We 
saw the formation 
of our labor union 
as the best way to 
achieve positive, 
stable and normal 
working conditions 
and to improve relations between union members 
and the company. The union is a legal, financial and 
moral support that allows us to focus on the rea-
son we came to Korea, which is to teach english.” 

At present, there are estimated to be over 
20,000 foreign english teachers from Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, south Africa, the united 
Kingdom, ireland and the united states, living and 
working in Korea on e-2 teachers’ visas and count-
less more on other visa types. 

ATeK, which consists of over 1,000 members, 
is a primarily web based support network for for-
eign teachers in Korea. one of ATeK ‘s key roles 
is to collect and distribute information to foreign 
teachers, primarily information to which they 
might not otherwise have access. in this instance, 
ATEK was able to suggest a labor law firm to one 
of our members, which resulted in the firm creat-
ing a legal Assurance package for the member and 
his co-workers. 

fUrther iNformatioN: 
For more information on the union please  

contact incheonlaborunion@gmail.com 
For more information on ATeK please contact 

media@atek.or.kr 
For more information on the Kangnam labor 

law Firm please contact gerald@k-labor.
com

ateK, Which 
coNsists of 
over 1,000 
members, is 
a primarilY 
Web based 
sUpport 
NetWorK 
for foreigN 
teachers iN 
Korea.

things Get even 
worse for Lee 
byung-hun

The mother of 22-year-old Gwon Mi-
yeon, the Canadian rhythm gymnastics 
national team member who is suing 39-
year-old celebrity Lee Byung-hun, has 
arrived in Korea.

On Dec. 17 Ms. Gwon’s mother met 
with Newsis and was unable to contain 
her anger. Having arrived in the early 
hours of the 16th, she vented, “How 
could that person [Lee Byung-hun] ruin 
my daughter like this,” and demanded an 
apology. “If you break up, fine, but this is 
not right. You can’t just get in someone’s 
head and walk away.

“Right from the start Lee Byung-hun 
thought of my daughter as a sex partner 
and approached her with that aim ... Mi-
yeon is a well-known rhythm gymnast in 
Canada. Can you imagine what it’s like 
for this to happen to your daughter?”

She belatedly learned of her daugh-
ter’s situation with Lee Byung-hun. “I 
thought my daughter was happy with 
Lee Byung-hun in Korea. I think now of 
how hard a time she was having.”

She added: “Our daughter’s future is 
clouded now. It’s dark and gloomy. I can-
not do everything now but I plan to say 
everything I can... There’s a lot of data 
but I will decide whether to talk based on 
what Lee Byung-hun does.”

Ms. Gwon has filed suit against Lee 
Byung-hun in the Seoul District Courts, 
seeking 100 million won ($85,000). She 
alleges physical and emotional harm suf-
fered from being tricked into sleeping 
with him on the pretense of marriage.

Lee Byung-hun’s side has asked Seoul 
prosecutors to arrest Ms. Gwon and an-
other person on defamation charges for 
certain writings. The demand letter al-
leges the accusations against him are 
false.

ExclusivE  
to Groove Korea

Beginning in January those 
who attempt to engage 
in “compensated dating” 

or other sexual commerce with 
children or teenagers via the  
Internet will be punished.

 
The Ministry of Health and Welfare announced 
on December 27 that on January 1 reforms to 
the law on the sexual protection of children and 
teenagers will be implemented, meaning those 
who attempt to engage in sexual commerce with 
children and teenagers will be punished.

The reforms specify that those who use Internet 
chatting and other online means to approach chil-
dren and teens to purchase sex or to encourage 
them to sell sex will be punished by up to one year 
and prison and a fine of up to ten thousand won.

It is believed that 90 percent of those who en-
gage in prostitution with children and teenagers 
do so through “contract meetings,” arranged dat-
ing sites and IM chat.

Accordingly, the ministry operates the “Youth 
Keeper” program so that police agencies can 
easily receive reports of children and teenagers 
being approached via IM chatting to engage in 
prostitution.

Youth Keeper is 975-kilobyte program usable 
by children and teenagers 19 or younger that in-
stalls a report icon to the desktop.

When they suspect they are being contacted 
about sexual commerce on the Internet they can 
click the icon to make an image of the evidence 
and automatically submit it as a file attachment.

The National Police Agency’s cyber-consulta-
tion center receives the incident reports and de-
cides whether there is reason to suspect a crime 
or if an investigation is warranted.

It is possible for the submitter to require an in-
vestigation. They must also keep in mind that if 
they submit false reports or use them for pranks 
they can be charged with libel.

A member of the NPA and the Ministry said, 
“with the internet becoming a hotbed of child 
and teen prostitution, Youth Keeper is a tool to 
prevent them becoming involved in it.”

reforms taken to curb  
underage Sexual commerce
on the Internet in korea

At approximately 6:50 p.m. 
on Dec. 21 police were alerted 
by a 44-year-old father who 
found his 18-year-old daugh-

ter hanged in their home in 
Geumjeong-gu, Busan.

Police are investigating the cir-
cumstances of the death, believ-

ing it to have followed criticism 
by her family members for hav-
ing failed to gain admission to 
four universities in Busan.

Second Student commits Suicide 
over Having Poor exam Scores

Wow. Complete journalism fail.
Extraterrestrial cemetery in 

Rwanda, Central Africa which 
is at least 500 years old, was 
discovered.

According to the Weekly 
World News, Dr. Hugo 
Childs, the Swiss anthro-
pologist said, “There must 
be 200 bodies buried there 
and not a single one of them 
is human.” 

Dr. Childs and his col-
leagues reportedly discovered the 
alien graveyard on a routine survey of 
the Rwandan jungle.

“Soil and tissue samples indicate 
the bodies have been in the ground 
since the 1400s. We’re now try-
ing to figure out where they 
came from — and what killed 
them,” said Dr. Childs. 

The creatures themselves 
were much taller and skin-
nier than humans and they 
stood about 7 feet tall. 
Their heads were larger 
than the average man’s 
and they had no mouth, 
nose or eyes to speak of. 

Dr. Childs speculated that 
the 200 aliens were part of 
a single landing party that 
encountered a deadly virus. 

Because they 
would have had no 

immunity to Earth dis-
ease, he added, something as 

simple as the flu could have wiped out 
the entire party.

He would not take reporters to the 
site, for fear of the bodies being dis-
turbed. However, he promised to re-
veal the location once the excava-
tion was complete. “It will change 
the world,” Dr. Childs said.

Another excellent article, by 
the same reporter, concerns Keira 
Knightley:

Keira Knightley, 24, an actress 
who has long resisted nude 

scenes in her films and pho-
to shoots due to her small 
breasts, has finally agreed 
to pose nude.

A study has found that at least 50 percent 
of university students experienced their first 
kiss before graduating from high school.

The largest number kissed within one 
week of meeting.

Ahead of Christmas, jobs website Alba 
Heaven (알바천국) surveyed 2,545 male 
and female university students, 58.6 per-
cent of whom answered they had experi-
enced their first kiss before graduating from 
high school.

The largest number, 37.8 percent, had 
their first kiss within one week of starting 
to date.

Asked, “When was your first kiss?” 35.4 
percent answered high school, 28.7 percent 
answered the freshman year of university 
and 19.3 percent answered middle school, 
so 58.6 percent had experienced it before 
graduating from high school. 8.3 percent 
answered the sophomore year of university, 
2.5 percent the junior year, and 2 percent 
the senior year.

The largest number, 37.8 percent, said 
they kissed within one week of meeting, 
followed 14.3 percent who said the very 
next day. That was followed by 32.7 percent 
who said one month, 20.4 percent who said 

100 days, 4.7 percent who said six months, 
2.6 percent who said under one year, 2.6 
percent who said at least one year, and 1.8 
percent who said one year.

The largest number, 36.6 percent, said 
their first kiss had come by the third date, 
and 13.2 percent said it was on the first 
date. 32.9 percent said it had been on the 
tenth date or later, 17.6 percent said the 
fourth or fifth date, and 12.9 percent said 
between the fifth through tenth.

On average the university students had 
had 4.2 relationships. 18 percent had had 
three and 16.7 percent had had two, the 
most common answers. 22.1 percent had 
had four or five, and 13.3 percent had had 
ten or more. 8.9 percent had had six or sev-
en and 3.9 percent eight or nine.

Asked, “When was your first love?” 31.9 
percent said high school, the most common 
answer, followed by 28.7 percent who said 
middle school and 19 percent who said be-
fore middle school, so the study found that 
eight in ten (79.6 percent) had experienced 
it in middle or high school.

15.2 percent said freshman year of uni-
versity, 3.5 percent said the sophomore 

korean First kisses Investigated

korea times taken In  
by weekly world news
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open mic night 
@ Woodstock in Itaewon first and third 
sunday of every month at 7:30 p.m.

Quiz Night  
@ Wolfhound every sun at 8:30pm

build Your own breakfast
every sat & sun at sam Ryan’s in itaewon

golden tee back 9 tournament 
@ Phillies in Haebangchon every sun

happy hour  
@ big Rock in Gangnam 
Mon-Thur 6pm-8pm

Nfl football
@ sam Ryan’s in itaewon. 7pm

bbQ 24 hours  
@ Don valley in itaewon

tv sports action  
shown regularly  
@ big Rock in Gangnam

english teachers Night  
@ big Rock in Gangnam. every sat & sun 
10% discount Foods & drinks

drunken chicken Night  
@ Gecko’s in itaewon

11

big rock NeW meNU   
More finger food and Snacks with rea-
sonable prices starting from 6,000won

spoken Word/stand Up 
comedy & poetry every Wed 
@ Tony’s Aussie bar & bistro
in itaewon 8-11pm

college Night  
@ Club Mass in Gangnam.  
No cover & 1 FRee drink with 
student iD til midnight

flip-a-coin @ gogitjib  
in haebangchon 
Get TAils and you get 50% off  
on your bbQ. every Monday.

all day breakfast  
@ Wolfhound in itaewon.  
All Day, every weekday

trivia Night every mon  
@ Rocky Mountain Tavern  
in itaewon

25

12

great food fish & chips 
Night every tues 
@ Pub scrooge. 1 Free beer for Fish 
& Chips order. 

Wing Night every tues  
@ Rocky Mountain Tavern 
in itaewon 300won/wing

Quiz Night   
@ orange Tree in HbC.  
every Tuesday at 9:30pm

13

17

open mic Night  
@ big Rock in Gangnam.   
every 2nd & 4th sunday  
from 7pm to 11pm

language exchange  
& friendship party 
every sat and sunday in sinchon  
010-8722-4243 - iluvkorea.ning.com

18

green day @ olympic Park

open mic event every mon
@  Tony’s Aussie bar & bistro
in itaewon, 8-11pm

2 for 1 special  
@ bar bliss in itaewon.  
everyday 7-10pm

ribs Night every tues 
@ sam Ryan’s in itaewon.  
250won/bbQ pork rib

guinness day every tues 
@ Gecko’s in itaewon.  

free taco every tues 
@ Panchos in itaewon

2 for 1 fish & chips 
@ Wolfhound  Pub in itaewon

19 20

acoustic duo‘ princess  
disease’ every Wed  
@ ole stompers in itaewon

Quiz Night every Wed 
@ Phillies in Haebangchon

10% off for all tex-mex  
@ Amigos in itaewon.  
every Wednesday

14

phonebooth, Nevada51
@ Apgujeong Ye Hall

shooters Night every thur 
@ Gecko’s in itaewon. every shot 4,500 won.  

pizza Night every thur  
@ Pub scrooge in itaewon. 
1,500won a slice

steak dinner Night  
every tues 
@ Hollywood Grill in itaewon.  
only 13,500 won

monday Night football
@ sam Ryan’s in itaewon. 7pm

teXas hold’em iN bUsaN 
(haeundae)
Mon-sun, after 6pm.   
Contact Jimmy lee at  
playpokerinbusan@hotmail.com

happy hour  
@ big Rock in Gangnam 
Mon-Thur 6pm-8pm

happy hour all Night long 
@ bar bliss in itaewon. every Wed

tv sports action shown 
regularly  
@ sam Ryan’s in itaewon

born in 1990.  No cover  
& 1 free drink 
@ Club Mass in Gangnam til midnight
 
college football
@ sam Ryan’s in itaewon

mimosa party every sun 
@ berlin in itaewon 2-5pm

truck stop brunch   
every sat & sun 
@ Rocky Mountain Tavern in itaewon 3 4

Nfl Wing Nite mon & tues 
@ big Rock in Gangnam. 
4 kinds of taste 1 dz of wings are 
special price 5,000won (bbQ, buffalo, 
teriyaki, red curry). 

mexican monday
@ sam Ryan’s in itaewon

hot Wing Night every mon 
@ Pub scrooge in itaewon.  
250won/wing

5 6

drag bingo Night every fri 
@ bar bliss in itaewon. 9pm

martini Night every fri  
@ berlin in itaewon

Keystoned & dr. spaceman in busan  
@ elune

coin classic, Q-Us, cherry filter, 
@ Rolling Hall

7

andy Warhol exhibition
@ seoul Arts Museum — until April

seoul lights festival  
@ Gwanhwamun Plaza — unitl Jan 24

open Your eyes fest @ Club spot

grUm @ Club MAss in Gangnam

hwacheon trout festival
Jan. 9-31, www.narafestival.com

sound day - 2nd Friday of month in Hongdae

Junglist vol.22: goldie @ mansion

UJN & Nova New single release party 
@ veRA 

maru, Napoleon dynamite,  
bulnabang star sausage club & more
@ Rolling Hall

muse @ olympic Park

stand Up seoul 
First Thur of month at Rocky 
Mountain Tavern in itaewon

Wing Night every thur
@ Phillies in Haebangchon

tequila bottles 10% off  
@ Amigos in itaewon. every Thursday.

8

laurent garniel @ Club eDeN

brandon Neville in busan @ elune

cockrasher, loftroops & more  
@ Club spot 

dick punks, cobalt blue & more  
@ Rolling Hall

the heaven on earth 04: starkillers  
@ HeAveN

15

2

9

16
indian mythology paintings  
@ Cheonggyecheon — until Feb. 28

taebaek snow festival
Jan 22-31, festival.taebaek.go.kr

YB, No Brain, Transfixion,  
Wiretap in my ear
@ Rolling Hall

stewart rowell @ Club MAss 

sebastien leger @ Club eDeN

bridget and the puppycats, Quarkpop, 
ankle attack, murmur’s loom
@ Freebird

fatali album launching party:  
bio mechanix @ volume

psy travellers presents vol.3  
- mars attacks @ JoKeRReD

ladies Night hip hop every thur
@ The Hive in itaewon

Wing Night  
@ indigo in Haebangchon
10 for 3,000won.

ladies Night every thurs-sat  
@ The loft Pub in itaewon

21

seoul lights festival  
@ Gwanhwamun Plaza — until Jan. 24

indian mythology paintings  
@ Cheonggyecheon — until Feb. 28

monet to picasso  
@ seoul Art Center — until Mar. 28

andy Warhol exhibition
@ seoul Arts Museum — until April 4

22 23

monet to picasso  
@ seoul Art Center — until Mar. 28

dJ chUs @ Club eDeN

baekdoosan @ sangsang Madang

poker tournament  
@ Fence in Yeoido.  Foreigners oNlY

thUrsdaY fridaY satUrdaY

special buffet  
@ Chakraa in itaewon. every Fri-sun.

Karaoke Nights every fri 
@ Jane’s Groove in Hongdae 10:30pm-1:30am

happy hour every fri  
@ Nomad’s Pool in Hongdae 9pm-midnight

ladies Night every fri 
@ Jane’s Groove in Hongdae

1

polar bear swim  
@ Haeundae beach in busan

sUNdaY

Wing Night every tues 
@ Nashville in itaewon  
250won/wing. 5-8pm

cocktail Night every tues 
@ los Amigos in itaewon.  
50% oFF for cocktail with  
main food orders.

poker tournament  
every Wed  
@ Fence in Nonhyun.   
Foreigners oNlY

only 9,900won for beef bbQ. 
every Wed.  
@ Gogitjib in HbC

31

calendar of events
> january

26 27

10

ladies Night hip hop every thur
@ The Hive in itaewon

Wing Night @ indigo in Haebangchon
10 for 3,000won.

ladies Night every thurs-sat  
@ The loft Pub in itaewon

28 29

club day - last Friday of month in Hongdae

inje ice fishing festival
Jan. 28-31, www.injefestival.co.kr

30

sexualism: Wendy @ elune

Nanta Non-verbal performance  
@ Nanta Theater. open run

poker tournament  
@ Fence in Yeoido.  Foreigners oNlY

24

muse
JaNUarY 7th

green day
JaNUarY 18th

the Killers
febrUarY 6th

11
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arts & entertainment

“The name Playgirl was chosen by our producers, 
Playboy. Playgirl was a Japanese Tv series in the late 
‘60s and early ‘70s,” says sora. “The Tv series was 
similar to the American program Charlie’s Angels.”

 When the three ladies were initially brought to-
gether, it was discovered that sora and uenbyeol 
attended the same high school and were already ac-
quainted. They also learned that everyone involved 
in Playgirl had a music performing background. sora 
was formerly part of The smiles, uenbyeol played 
drums in her church, and Danbi is a member of jazz 
band sweet Rain.  

With introductions out of the way, it was time for 
Playgirl to get to work on recording some material. 
Playboy were in control of the studio sessions, but the 
group were welcome to contribute their thoughts.

“The songs for our album were already being 
written when Playgirl was formed,” explains sora. 
“All the songs were composed by Playboy, but we 
were involved with the writing of the lyrics.” 

signing with seoul imprint beatball Music, Playboy 
and the label decided it was best for the act’s debut 
release to be an eP. Nine tracks were selected and 
“24 Hours of The Playgirl” was issued in septem-
ber. opening with the 007-inspired “Theme of The 
Playgirl,” the disc is filled with wonderful vocal har-
monies that play out over an eclectic mix of classic 
pop, soul and funk. 

Despite the entire effort being a very fun listen, 
sora admits that Playgirl are not 100 percent happy 
with the finished results. As a new group, they ex-
perimented heavily with different singing techniques 
and musical styles. Their experiences with “24 
Hours of The Playgirl” and their December digital 
“Christmas Card” single has given the band some 
ideas for concepts they would like to explore on 
their next album, which they will begin preparing in 
the coming months.     

“The EP was our first recording, so we tried a lot 
of different things to try and find the true colors of 

our voices, but we could not be completely satisfied 
with the finished album.”

“On our first EP we used mostly ‘60s and ‘70s 
sounds. We’d like to try some different vocal tones 
and work in some ‘80s electronic sounds on our 
full-length album. our producers really love the 
sounds from the ‘60s and ‘70s, though, so nobody 
knows how the recording will turn out.”

Clad in matching outfits and performing playful 
synchronized dance moves while singing, the group’s 
spirited live sets have been helping them boost their 
profile in Seoul’s music scene. Along with making 
regular appearances in Hongdae live houses, Playgirl 
also participated in october’s two-day Grand Mint 
Festival at olympic Park.  

“We do the same show whether we are appear-
ing on a big or small stage. on bigger stages we 
do our motions bigger and stand a little bit farther 
apart from each other. on smaller stages some-
times something happens like accidentally bumping 
into each other.”

Their cuteness is not lost on the attendees at 
their concerts. Any overzealous men who think 
they have a shot with the Playgirl gals better think 
again, though.

“We have more male fans, but many females like 
us a well,” offers sora. “No men have asked us for 
dates or tried to hit on us at our concerts yet be-
cause Playboy are always there to protect us!”

Playgirl’s “24 Hours of THe PlayGirl” eP is  
available now. for more information: 

www.myspace.com/gotoplaygirl

plaYgirl
bY shawn despres

Who says manufactured pop acts can not turn out 
cool tunes? a far cry from their K-pop peers, 
seoul indie band playgirl are the brainchild of 
the Korean-Japanese production duo playboy. 

With a vision of creating a vintage styled girl group floating 
around in their heads, playboy recruited vocalists sora, Uen-
byeol and danbi in december 2008 and playgirl was born. 
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Most clubbers think their cover charges provide 
the capital to bring DJs to the peninsula. The reality 
is the scene has become so heavily subsidized by 
corporate sponsors that one never knows if a club 
or promoter is in need of the listed ticket price or 
is simply pocketing a massive amount of money at 
the expense of their guests. Customer service and 
appreciation is at an all time low. Most promoters 
have become subservient to their sponsors and this 
seems to only perpetuate the mediocrity that exists 
in the scene today. on a positive note, there are those 
who reacted to this disparity and standardization to 
help clubbers get their groove on! 

The underground has risen with the strength of 
sequential, space academy, and tokyo 
Underground. Others who have financial backing 
have given discounts and free tickets such as hsK 
management and riskei productions. HsK 
has spread their brand of house music and have 
maintained a strong rapport with their guests. Riskei 
has taken their place as the leading production 
company in Korea hosting events that few can match. 
All of these promoters feature local and international 
artists who offer clubbers an affordable taste of music 
that is not recycled electronic garbage. 

in retrospect, the highlights of 2009 for us were 

numerous. mr. fudge gave his perspective as an 
expat artist and a promoter living in Korea. Keeping it 
positive he stressed the need for unity between DJs 
that reside in Korea. His set for NeYo’s after-party 
had him pulling out bombs that most of us do not 
get the privilege to hear. andre harris gave us an 
interview that featured his track “10 things not 
to say to a dJ.” some DJs have even placed the 
list at their decks to avoid repetition of ridiculous 
requests. “EVERYBODY WANTS TO HEAR IT! 
Oh sure, I’m sure you went though the club 
and polled EVERYONE and now they sent 
you as their spokesperson, to request their 
favorite song. Whatever get out of here…” 
still remains one our favorites. 

lee burridge gave us an exclusive interview 
that was an inspiration to any DJ who read it. “Be 
honest with the music. Play what you love. 
Have a broad taste in music and not just the 
hits or the tracks that make people scream. 
Trust in your own taste and don’t try to be 
anyone else. You also have to be patient. 
Learn about how a night builds. Be a warm 
up DJ first but please play warm up music. 
The night is just beginning and isn’t only 
about you.” We booked and promoted Nakadia, 
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Kai and scott pullen at Club vera. Nakadia proved to 
all that her place amongst the world’s elite DJs was not 
based on looks alone. Her set had more passion and heart 
than most and her connection with her dance floor is 
one that few can emulate or match. Kai brought his NYC 
flava to the club delivering a set that should have been 
recorded for all to hear. Mixing multi genres Kai brought 
down the house. scott Pullen had an energetic set that 
affirmed our belief that people want to hear a DJ not a 
producer. He then passed the torch to ross macKay 
who unleashed mayhem. MacKay continues to be one of 
the most sought after DJs on the RoK. 

damian saint would return to the peninsula as the 
first international resident to hold down a residency at a 
major club in Korea. Although it was short lived it showed 
us that change is on its way. His advice about producing 
music did not fall on deaf ears as several local artists 
began to host their tracks and mixes — freakhouze, 
marko Nation, ofs, seoulscape and Jon lockley 
whose quality productions are now being recognized 
internationally. foundation records began to throw 
events which featured their arsenal of domestic talent 
and their events have taken place across the peninsula. 
We interviewed a young DJ from Australia who is poised 
to blowup on the global stage. Wei-shen gave us a 
candid perspective on the obstacles an artist faces and the 

positive vibe that is needed to succeed in the industry.

We traveled to busan for PiFF and promoted French 
Night with martin solveig. The highlight it turned out 
was not solveig, but witnessing an emerging club called 
elune that showcases DJs from across the republic both 
foreign and domestic. audio tsunami and macavoy 
have been holding it down for years in busan and instead 
of protecting their territory they have shared it with 
other inspiring DJs — again we have progress. 

Nick Warren and Nic fanciulli brought house 
music back to the forefront proving that good music is 
what it is — good music. our last interview was with 
brandon Neville who has catapulted on to the scene 
and has made believers out of us all — if we live in the 
past we have no future. Riskei Productions showcased a 
two room event with steve aoki and pete rock 
giving us all hope that premiere urban acts will begin to 
arrive in Korea.

Music and people still make the party and it is the 
responsibility of the clubs and promoters to enhance the 
vibe! DJs play the crowd not the balcony or viP room, 
so customer service should be their primary objective. 
There are plenty of necessary evils that exist in the world 
and art so often imitates life, but the fact remains that if 
the dance floor is empty then the devil will dance alone. 

Special thanks to: 

David B. Mann  
(Flying Burrito 
Photography)
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neilcoNWaY

in an undisclosed basement in Haebangchon, 
Conway along with a troupe of other musicians 
spent an afternoon learning songs from his band, 
The Discounts’ last album – “8 long Years” and 
“Post bling Ting” were two. once learned, it was 
a music free for all as songs were changed and in-
struments were swapped with an ease that would 
make experienced swingers jealous. Accompanying 
Conway in this session was brad Wheeler, Chad 
Murphy, Mike Dowding, Matt Netzki and Josh shell. 
Either currently unaffiliated or representing parts 
of The Dharma Club, The Concrete organics and 
on sparrow Hills, each musician has piles of expe-
rience and is known here on the scene. The others 
present brought the beer and cigarettes. some able 
to play, others unable, but that was ok, a party was 
on at that point. 

Conway, a reggae-funk and also country-folk mu-
sician, decided to come here for a few months as 
an addition to his Asian tour, which started in Japan 
back in october. His connection to Korea is that 
Murphy, Wheeler and Dowding are all from New-
foundland. Conway first came to Korea for a brief 
stint last spring and enjoyed his stay. Now that he’s 
back, the boys are excited about getting some of 
his reggae and funk diffused into the seoul music 
scene.     

The Japan leg of the tour had Conway and his 
band together for the first two weeks on a gov-
ernment grant. A Japanese guy he had met when 
he was in Japan last April took the band around 
on his tour bus. His website is called Wishclub. “i 
don’t think there’s another Japanese guy or a guy 
anywhere like him in the world,” said Conway. The 

tour for the bus was set around the band and they 
brought backpackers with them guaranteeing fans 
at each show. Playing in Japan wasn’t that easy of a 
go, however, because as Conway put it, “indepen-
dent music in Japan is kinda like here – it’s not sup-
ported very much.” 

so, with most of his band back to their regular 
lives in Canada (families, mortgages, etc.), Conway 
and his trumpet player made their way to beijing 
where they picked up a Chinese drummer and 
bassist. “Playing in China was cool because it was 
a Chinese audience. You don’t get paid well, but 
then again you don’t get paid that well here either.” 
once his trumpet player had to leave he picked 
up famous Chinese musician Cui Jian’s trumpet 
player and also played with a guy from the “shan 
Ren band” http://www.myspace.com/shanrenband. 
Conway was impressed with how quickly you can 
meet the music higher-ups and well-knowns in 
China. 

Now he’s here staying with friends and looking 
to play. Getting gigs should be easy enough given 
his contacts and the fact that he’s got a sound that 
isn’t being done right now. How long he will stay 
depends on whether he gets coaxed back to bei-
jing with a good offer or whether Australia, his next 
destination, wants him early. if you get the chance, 
check him out while supplies last. 

www.thediscounts.ca

bY adam walsh 

Neil conway was just back in town when after an extended 
brunch conversation it was decided a jam was in order. 
the hope was to fit him in for a quick three-song set that 
night at freebird in hongdae, but the last minute contact 

made it seem highly unlikely. either way, getting in that night was 
no deal breaker or anything, just a way to introduce him to the local 
crowd. athletes practice, writers write and musicians rehearse. so 
that’s what they did.  

HeRe FoR A GooD TiMe, NoT...

bY summer walker

recently, live music lov-
ers have been treated to 
a new act with a couple 
of familiar faces. Known 

for rocking hard, seoul city sui-
cides have turned venues upside 
down with original songs and on-
stage antics. they recently took 
2nd place in the highly-com-
petitive stompers battle of the 
bands, and plan on continuing 
their creative streak with more 
shows and an ep coming out ear-
ly this year. 

seoul City suicides are a match made in cyber-
space. They answered an ad on a music forum, found 
out they had similar musical interests, and the rest 
is history. The members include vlad (usA) and 
Judge Pockets (uK), who both sing and play guitar, 
and Ray (NZ) on drums. Ray and JP have played 
together before in a couple of different bands in-
cluding bint eastwood. 

vlad describes sCs as “…high energy, original 
and fun, nonstop and sweaty.” but what does that 
sound like? Fans might describe them as hard, heavy, 
and tight. “of course we consider ourselves a rock 
and roll band. once we start the set, it doesn’t 
stop unless technical difficulties won’t allow us to 
go on. We like garage rock, rock and roll, punk rock, 
metal, heavy groove music all the way to eclectic 
weird bands and songs, movies, books, life, humor, 
etc. We like lots of different things because we all 
come from different parts of the world. We are in-
fluenced by many things but we don’t necessarily 
fit into a neat genre of music. We constantly push 
to rock the fuck out and try to expand the bound-
aries of our music without turning into douche-
bags.” Well said, vlad. 

You shouldn’t be surprised to bump into these 
guys anywhere. They play all over Hongdae and 
itaewon, but put on a bunch of shows at Freebird, 
Woodstock and stompers. They are committed to 

have a rockin’ show every time. says Judge Pockets, 
“We want to be playing with bands that we like, 
bands that have the same attitude towards music. 
i’m all for eclectic tastes, but sometimes when you 
go on stage and you’re following one guy with an 
acoustic guitar, the vibe, atmosphere isn’t there. We 
wanna give the people a chance to come to a show, 
not just to see one band and then saunter off, but 
to experience a whole night of music.”

As of now, you have to see a show to have the 
seoul City suicides experience. They don’t have 

an album out yet, but fans won’t have 
to wait too long. “We’ve worked re-
ally hard at putting together a set of 
original, quality tunes over the last 

two months and i’d say now we’re 
pretty happy with what we have. look-
ing at recording early this year and hav-

ing an eP out hopefully by February. The 
biggest challenge we’ll face is how to record it; 

we need to find a way to capture our sound, en-
ergy, aggression and vibe and put it onto record,” 
says Judge Pockets. 

When asked about the most memorable mo-
ments they’ve had on stage, vlad said that he 
hoped every time they are on stage it would be 
memorable. Well, they certainly have made that 
happen. However, JP had a good story to share 
with Groove Korea readers: “…about two-thirds 
of the way through our set we have ‘Mugwumps 
lament’ (an original based on our experience of 
punk shows in Japan) and the first two or three 
times we played it live something always happened 
at that point in the set. Beer would go flying all 
over the stage, straps were coming loose, elec-
tricity sparking out of amps, plagues of locusts 
descending, earthquakes. You get the idea. Anyway, 
it took a lot of praying to the rock n roll gods to 
remove the curse and for that we thank them.”  

let us all pray that the rock n roll gods con-
tinue to bless seoul City suicides with more fan-
tastic original songs, shows full of solid music and 
umm… no more locusts. To close out, vlad would 
like to ask you all to “C’mon out and support orig-
inal music. it’s your scene. What are you doing to 
participate? everyone should start a band.”

seoUl  
citY  
sUicides 

Jan. 8: Woodstock in itaewon  

including The Tremors and …

Whatever that Means. Free show

Jan. 9:  an all day affair in Hong-

dae with …Whatever That Means

Jan. 23: at Freebird 

For more information including shows, pictures and music, visit their website www.myspace.com/seoulcitysuicides or email at seoulcitysuicides@gmail.com

…about  
two-thirds 
of the way 

through our 
set we have 
‘mugwumps 

lament.’ 



since september, DJ Pandol has been serving as 
the resident DJ at the Haeundae beach club, Murph 
ii, where he spins three times during the week with 
an additional two to four-hour set on the weekends. 
He is also a fixture on the DJ lineups at any large 
club event that blows through town. He noncha-
lantly admits, “i can play anywhere.”

it wasn’t always this way. His interest in hip hop 
DJing started in 1996 but DJ Pandol found himself 
isolated. “At that time, there was no equipment, no 
school, no scene. There were a few DJs who were 
starting out, scratching in seoul, but i was alone in 
busan,” he says. “so i started from the internet – 
finding out how to do tricks and ordering videos 
and equipment from the usA. i started by myself 
and taught myself.”

Within a year, he would begin DJing at Korean 
clubs and find likeminded hip hop fans like Eun Ji-
Won, producer Keeproots and DJ Wreckx in this 
barren landscape. A stint in the army kept him away 
from the fledgling Seoul hip hop scene for a couple 
years, but he returned in 2002 where his friends like 
Drunken Tiger and DJ Garion were helping to build 
a scene. Gigs in seoul started to pile up.

Although he was performing mainly in seoul, 
DJ Pandol continued to make busan his home. He 
formed, 바늘소리 (a.k.a. Stylist Crew), the first 
turntable crew in busan, and by 2004 found himself 

in demand. “At that time, the only hip hop clubs in 
busan were Foxy in seomyeon and Foxy ii in Kyung-
sung,” DJ Pandol says. “That year, every weekend i 
was performing here.”

While he admits that “many DJs have left busan 
to go to other cities” including contemporaries like 
Keeproots and Dynamic Duo, DJ Pandol remains 
loyal to his hometown. Rather than chase opportu-
nities in seoul, DJ Pandol has instead brought some 
of those breaks to busan. 

This includes opening up a franchise of the ac-
claimed seoul DJ academy, The skool, in busan. be-
gun in 2007 and located in the Kyungsung univer-
sity area, DJ Pandol teaches up to 30 students each 
month ranging in age and skill level from middle 
school students to adults in their 30s.

“i want to share my know-how and talents; and i 
want to see the DJ scene grow,” he says. “Most kids 
want to be a DJ. but before, they had to go to the 
clubs and watch other DJs. it costs so much money 
and takes too much time. i want to help them.”

in addition to teaching, DJ Pandol helps set up 
his students with DJing gigs throughout busan and 
seoul. He has an extensive network throughout 
Korea’s DJ scene and is friends with many of the 
country’s most acclaimed hip hop artists. He knows 
many of the top bar managers and owners through-
out the country who have pursued him for gigs.

The connections keep on coming for him due to 
his association with the popular DJKorea.kr website. 
in addition to doing product reviews of equipment 
for the site, DJ Pandol actually films video tutorials 
on how to use the equipment. it’s another form of 
education for the DJ who admits that while “the 
DJ scene is very small in Korea,” there’s a problem 
of “many poorly skilled DJs who are teaching bad 
habits with their videos because they didn’t learn 
properly.”

When he’s not rocking crowds or passing on his 
DJing techniques, DJ Pandol continues to work on 
his own music. He released his dark debut album, 
“Horror o.s.T.” independently last year and is 
working on the follow-up. While he sits atop the 
Korean hip hop mountain, DJ Pandol continues to 
feel passion for his craft. After all, he admits, there 
are more mountains for him to climb. “i’ve played in 
a small club in Fukoka, but i want to play in big clubs 
in other countries,” he says.

To get to The Skool: take the subway to Kyung-
sung. Get off at exit 2 and cross the street from angel-in-
us Coffee to 푸르지오 apartment building. it is located 
in the first floor mall.
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a hip-hop renaissance man
bY andrew chin

dJ pandol wears a lot of hats: he’s busan’s most well known hip hop 
dJ, he runs the city’s only dJ school, he’s a respected producer who’s 
currently working on his second album and he’s a trusted reviewer 
for dJ Korea. starting next month, he’ll be adding one more task to 

his busy schedule – club columnist for groove Korea, where he’ll be providing 
expats a conduit to busan’s club scene. get to know this multitasker and how 
he brings the dynamic to busan.

CHeCK ouT DJ PANDol’s WebsiTe AT WWW.dJpaNdol.com

blink
bY MAlColM GlADWell

“imagine having the power of thinking, without thinking: being able able 
to instantly know an answer, to blink your eyes and have the concrete 
certainty that takes others hours of deliberation.  Think of the ways that 
could dramatically impact your life! What if i could tell you how to chan-
nel this awesome ability?...yeah that would be cool, wouldn't it?” sadly, 
that's pretty much how Malcolm Gladwell's, ‘blink’ plays out.

The book is filled with fascinating stories of people trusting, and win-
ningly using, their split second decisions.  The great result is that you 
start to really think about your subconscious ability to make choices.  by 
the middle of the book, you not only are thinking about making those 
choices, but you have a growing respect and even a preference for them 
over your conscious ones.  stopping to jot down the pros and cons of a 
decision seems lame, flawed and inefficient, let alone boring, compared to 
going with the super-computer of our unclouded reactions. 

That's the great part about this book, piqued curiosity.  The terrible part is 
that it fails to deliver a satisfying answer for all this wonder it generates.  For 
all the random stories it just told you of other people doing this, it doesn't 
break down how you can actually do it.  The closest instruction that i could 
find was that you can train your split second decisions with practice and 
awareness of your environment at the time. That's a pretty skimpy lesson. 
Bottom line: Blink is fun and wonderfully written, but better as Jeopardy 
knowledge than a how-to book.

book Review
bY luke martin
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NaNta:  
do the doUble taKe

all of the show’s 
music is based on 

“samulnori”  
– literally meaning  
“four objects play.”

The question really isn’t why people should 
go and see Nanta – the show has been around 
since 1997, first being sold out to Korean audi-
ences and then on broadway, and on to a total 
of 231 cities in 37 countries – its success is 
undeniable.

the QUestioN is rather,  
WhY see NaNta agaiN?

living in Korea it seems as if it is one of the 
first things you are recommended to check out. 
it’s that cultural check in the box that allows 

you to tell everyone to back off for a bit when 
they ask what you have seen and done in the 
RoK.

“Wanna go hiking next week?” 
“No, that’s ok, i just saw Nanta.”
“Hey let’s check out the Korea Kimchi Mu-

seum.”
“sorry friend, i just saw Nanta.”
As great of an excuse as it is to go early to 

avoid other outings, there’s also the fact that 
Nanta is just culturally different enough to 
qualify as a good “Korean expe-

rience,” yet not so much that you need to force 
a smile with a verbalized cultural recognition 
that other places tend to get. “oh ‘pansori’ is 
a window into Korea’s past storytelling. Well, 
it was indeed different yes. enjoy it? of course 
(insert smile here).” The smiles at Nanta come 
naturally. so does the laughter. 

As a newbie or tourist, you may not catch all 
of the cultural references that Nanta provides. 
Not your fault. if you saw Nanta way back in 
the oughts and have stayed here for a bit, check 
it out again. The more you know about Korean 
culture, Nanta’s history/behind-the-scenes-
type info, the more enjoyable the performance 
will be. 

The show starts off dark and quiet in a Ko-
rean Kitchen of yesteryear. Granted, it doesn’t 
take a genius to figure that bit out. But knowing 
that the scene is a throwback to the traditional 
ways of a Korean mother taking care of the 
house symbolized through the clinking of brass, 
the stone block for pounding cloth and also 

the sound of the pouring of 
water, the extra bit really 

adds to the performance. 
The scene ends and the 

bY adam walsh

firstly, if you are new here and 
haven’t seen Nanta, go and see it. 
then read this article – preferably 
after learning more about Korean 

culture. (hint: the article has something 
to do with those two prerequisites.)



audience is brought to a modern day restaurant 
kitchen.

All of the show’s music is based on “samulnori” 
– literally meaning “four objects play.” The tradi-
tional Korean beats historically featured a small 
gong, a larger gong, an hourglass shaped drum and 
a barrel drum. if you have seen traditional Ko-
rean performances before, you will immediately 
recognize the rhythm. Another music reference 
towards the end of the show is the renovation of 
“samgomu” – the three drum dance. in this case, 
there’s more of an electric feel and the three 
drums are instead kitchenware drums. 

Also, in the opening and throughout the per-
formance, are references to Korea’s shamanis-
tic days. Worship is offered to a kitchen deity of 
sorts starting with the lighting of candles in front 
of it, followed by prayers, the throwing of salt to 
ward away evil spirits and after a successful meal 
presentation, the blowing out of the candles. even 
in modern day Korea, with the majority religion 
being buddhism and the ever-growing presence of 
Christianity, there are still numerous references to 
shamanism in daily life.

NaNta historY/ 
behiNd the sceNes

The introduction pointed out how ridiculously 
popular the show has become. They most re-
cently opened a new theater in Myeongdong, in 

addition to their other three theaters (Jungdong, 
Gangnam and Jeju), and are focusing on opening a 
permanent theater in a yet-to-be-named venue in 
Asia some time this coming spring. For skeptics it 
must be noted that it’s not Koreans who keep the 
show running. Nanta performances at their four 
theaters have audiences which on average are 80 
percent foreign tourists.

Performers for the show apply to ads posted 
like for any other job. That, however, is where the 
“any other job” bit ends. There are currently eight 
teams that perform, but given the touring and al-
ways expanding nature of the show, recruiting is 
not all that uncommon. The staff at Nana looks for 
acting ability, drumming ability and then other en-
tertainment talents for new recruits. out of the 20 
who are chosen to audition, five are chosen after 
a second audition once three months of intense 
training is complete. once a staff member of Nan-
ta, the rookies embark on the 10 to 10 morning 
to night training regime for six months where they 
study music, kung fu and magic. even at the end of 
their rookie training, they are still only allowed to 
perform truncated versions of the show. 

opening night at the Myeongdong Theater had 
an extra first; never before had a non-Korean been 
part of the performing cast. in this case, it was a 
Japanese woman who saw the show as a tourist. 
Apparently she went bonkers over it and decided 
that her goal was to become a Nanta performer. 

so she came to Korea and studied Korean at Yon-
sei university, visited the show over and over, and 
then got a job selling Nanta souvenirs to Japanese 
tourists. she tried out, got the part, but didn’t want 
her parents to come and watch until she was com-
fortable performing. On opening night – her first 
show – the staff pulled a talk-show moment and 
had her parents secretly come and watch. Water 
works ensued.  

As for funny little things that have gone on at 
Nanta performances, they’ve had problems getting 
vegetables of the proper size in different countries. 
Just as with people, different countries have differ-
ent sizes and shapes when it comes to their pro-
duce. Also, in the show’s wedding scene, apparently 
some guy who was pulled up on stage to be “mar-
ried” to another guest ended up having his wife 
call all angry because a photo of her hubby and 
another woman was on the internet. 

if for no other reason, come and check out the 
audience’s reaction to the show. When you know 
what is about to happen, it makes the awkward-
ness of the beginning and watching people squirm 
at not wanting to be pulled onto the stage really 
enjoyable. The clapping bit, which unless you aren’t 
all that sharp should have been more than appar-
ent within the first 10 seconds, is way funnier the 
second time round. 

if you really need a good excuse to go again, take a 
friend who has never seen it. www.nanta.co.kr/en



bY jessica black
Interview translated by Creative Director Choi Dooeun of  

Art Center Nabi / Images of artworks courtesy of Kim Joon

Korean photographer and digital media artist Kim Joon’s work explores the 
concept of the tattoo as an external expression of our internal yearnings or 
desires, and one which may also reflect memories and hidden pain. Kim feels 
that tattoos go far beyond concepts of physical beauty. 

“Body painting is more concerned with the aesthetics and the beauty of the body, 
whereas the relationship between the tattoo and body has many layers. a tattoo usually 
has more philosophical and psychological meaning and context – it tells a story.” 

Kim Joon views the social and societal conditioning we experience from birth 
as a kind of tattoo of the mind. Tattoos are a permanent mark and may also be 
perceived as something damaging, as an enduring scar. They are inseparable from 
the bearer and so Kim uses them in his artwork to represent the deep rooted 
belief systems engrained in an individual or culture. 

Traditionally in Korean Confucian society, tattoos were seen as a form of self harm 
or mutilation and were prohibited. However, in the past decade, they have become 
more fashionable amongst the younger generations with the rapid growth of club 
culture and subcultures. even to this day, tattooing is still technically il-
legal in Korea without a medical licence because of laws surrounding 
the use of needles, although many tattoo parlors now operate 
freely.

Kim first came across tattoos during his mandatory 
stint of military service. At this time, tattoos still had a 
strong social stigma and were regarded as an emblem 
of the lower social classes and as potentially gang re-
lated. He was intrigued by the relationship tattoos 
had with personal stories and an individual’s hopes 
and desires, and so a lifelong fascination began. Af-
ter completing his military service, Kim studied 
painting in Hongik university, where he explored 
tattoos as his first artwork. Subsequently, he 

eye on an artist

Kim Joon

moved on to digital media art and contin-
ued to reflect upon these concepts, while 
further developing his own personal style. 

in Kim’s latest artworks nude torsos and 
limbs intertwine, overlap and engage within 
the space. He doesn’t use real models for 
his work. Rather, the human bodies are 
painstakingly constructed using 3D graphic 
software. Faces are hidden from view and 
so the human forms seem to exist without 
individual awareness, almost as a group con-
sciousness. Many of the bodies are highly 
idealised and represent the importance 
society places on achieving physical perfec-
tion. 

onto these bodies he graphs layers of fab-
ricated ‘skin’ consisting of vivid and intricate 
designs, his ‘cultural tattoos.’ These designs 
incorporate logos and patterns derived from consumer culture, in-
cluding luxury brands and multinational corporations such as intel, 
bMW, Chanel, Armani, Chrysler and budweiser. At times, he integrates 
motifs related to his Korean heritage, such as animal symbols, into 
his images. He also draws inspiration from Western pop iconography 
and his works have made references to such icons as Andy Warhol, 
Michael Jackson, Aerosmith, batman and even Donald Duck. 

“i am interested in tattoos of the mind - cultural tattoos. i look at the con-
cept of how the media influences people’s thoughts and what is engraved 
in the mind. for example, a lot of Korean people desire luxury brands, so 
naturally we already carry this tattoo. i am not criticising or publicising 
these brands, i am just representing what i have personally experienced. i 
am a member of Korean society, so if i am faithful to what i feel, my work 
is both a personal statement and a social commentary; the two cannot be 
separated.”

The risk of litigation is certainly something Kim Joon has considered 
when using the intellectual property of such powerful multinational 
corporations. “so far i have not been sued by any company. as the work 
is quite well finished and doesn’t criticise the brands, they haven’t reacted 
negatively to the images. i was even commissioned to make one artwork 
using a company logo. But with all these copyright issues, i’m fortunate to 
have a friend who is a very good lawyer.”

Kim has exhibited widely, and in 2009 he participated in the well-
received Korean eye exhibition in the saatchi Gallery in london. He 
has also held solo exhibits of late in both New York and Hong Kong’s 
sundaram Tagore Galleries (the self-titled Kim Joon and Tattoo and 
Taboo respectively).  one piece, Bird land – armani, recently fetched 
upwards of us$17,000 at a sotheby’s auction. several of his artworks 
are currently on display at the seoul international Photography festi-
val, which runs until Jan. 31 in Garden 5. 

Kim feels that overall he has received a more positive response to 
his work in the international market. “in Korea, people are interested in 
my work, but not many are buying it. The market is more conservative. it’s 

not easy to have the work in their living rooms 
because of the graphic nature of the images. 
Most of my collectors are from New york and 
european cities such as amsterdam and Berlin 
– very creative cities.”

in spite of this, his hometown of seoul is 
where he draws most of his artistic energy 
and inspiration.  “i have travelled all over the 
world but seoul is the city which, for me, holds 
the most tension.  i only speak Korean so i can-
not feel this in other countries – it’s like i’m in 
a bubble. But in seoul it is so dynamic. The city 
is constantly changing and this influences my 
work. artists here have to be competitive – i 
cannot lose focus.”

of course, success has brought its own 
challenges for Kim. “i personally sell my art-
works to private collectors and galleries, but 

these days I find this creates too many distractions. Soon, I will have to have 
a permanent gallery or galleries handling the commercial aspects of my 
business, so that i can focus on creating art.” As well as juggling the many 
aspects of his artistic career, Kim is also a Professor in the Division of 
Cartoon and Animation at Kongju National university. “i am a father, 
husband, professor and artist. all of these things are mixed in everyday life. 
i don’t really feel that this is a burden, but rather i enjoy the tension that 
exists between these many states.” 

Kim Joon hopes his work will go some way toward changing per-
ceptions and pre-conceived ideas about tattooing in his homeland. 
“i believe the function of art is to change the mind of people in society. as 
i have said, tattoos are viewed as a very underground, minor art form in 
Korean culture. as an artist, i hope that through my work, Korean people will 
begin to think of tattooing in a more artistic way – so it will move from being 
considered a minor culture to being recognized as a high society art form.”
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Kim Joon’s work can currently 
be seen at Seoul International 

Photography Festival, which runs 
until Jan. 31 in the Exhibition 

Hall (B1), Garden 5, Seoul. 

DIRECTIONS: Take Subway line 
8 to Jangji station (Exit 3). For 

further details, visit www.sipf.net 
and www.garden5.com 

For further information on Kim 
Joon’s work and upcoming exhibi-
tions, visit the artist’s website at 

www.kimjoon.co.kr

staY-Warhol

bird laNd-sWarovsKi birdlaNd-chaNel

eboNY-igUaNa
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bY jessica black
images courtesY of the sipf 2009 organizing committee

in this age of digital innovation, the face of con-
temporary art and photography is evolving rap-
idly. Now in its third year, the seoul international 
photography festival brings together the work of 

60 acclaimed international and Korean photographic 
artists who have been profoundly influenced by these 
new technologies. entitled Cross, this year’s festival aims 
to explore the meeting point between the real and the 
virtual, the tangible and the realm of the psyche. 

Curator Chin sun-hee explains, “in terms of technique, digital processes ex-
tend the sphere of expression in contemporary art… it is anticipated this festival 
will raise new issues of reality and truth, conceptually crossing ambiguous boundar-
ies between reality and imagination.”

The main exhibition is divided into two parts. The theme of the first 
section is Tera emotion. Tera refers to 1012, a scale larger than giga, suggest-
ing something so complex in magnitude that the mind cannot rationally 
comprehend it and so must instead appeal to the imagination. section 2, 
New World or No World, gains its title from a book by Franklin Herbert, an 
American science-fiction author who wrote Dune. The photographic art-
ists are seen as adventurers – pioneers constructing new meaning and 
realities within this virtual territory. The viewer is invited to consider the 
relationship between the real and the illusory, as the line between the two 

becomes increasingly blurred. 
A special exhibition featuring the work of French artists Alain bublex and 

Philippe Ramette is also on display. bublex’s exhibit, entitled The Construction 
site, deals with the transitory nature of urban landscapes and portrays a 
vision of a world in flux. Rammette’s sculpted illusions presents a series of 
images dealing with notions of space and reality. The artist is presented in im-
plausible situations – he strolls casually under the sea reading a newspaper or 
floats weightlessly in an office building. These images were all created using 
intricate setups and hidden supports – not through the use of Photoshop. 

An exhibition of photo-sculpture provides a removal of the photograph 
from its usual two-dimensional nature and mere illusion of three dimensional 
space to a new 3D reality. This is achieved through the reinterpretation of 
the form and space normally associated with the photographic image, along-
side the use of unconventional mediums such as plastics. 

Although artworks utilising cutting edge technologies make up a large body 
of the festival, the organisers also recognize the importance of acknowledg-
ing the work of photographers who have made significant contributions to 
the field, but may have been overlooked in recent years. Beyond the Passion 
is an exhibit which showcases the work of established photographic artists 
who, mid-career, have found themselves marginalised, left outside of the me-
dia spotlight which, of late, has tended to lend its support to up-and-coming 
young artists. 

  Finally, the Hall of fame exhibition features the work of renowned Korean 
photographer lim suk-jae (1918-1994) who trained during the late period 
of Japanese colonial rule, when photographers were bound by heavy restric-
tions as well as a limited availability of materials. During this time, portraiture 
and landscape photography were used mainly for the purposes of illustra-
tion, but after Korean liberation in 1945 social documentary work flourished 
freely. lim’s evocative images capture the lives of working class Koreans in-
cluding laborers, farmers and miners and provide a vivid representation of 
life at the time. 

The seoul international Photography Festival provides a unique oppor-
tunity to examine the work of artists and photographers working at the 
forefront of the contemporary visual art scene. The exhibition runs until Jan. 
31 at Garden 5.

for further information visit www.sipf.net and www.garden5.com
Directions: siPf is located in the exhibition hall (B 1) of Garden 5, seoul.  

Take subway line 8 to Jangji stn (exit 3).

seoul international  
photographY festival
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the case of itaewon homicide   
(i-tae-won sal-in-sa-geon)

based on a true story, the movie portrays a brutal murder of a young Korean male in seoul’s 
itaewon district. The case remains unsolved to this day and certain concerns of the movie stirring 
a renewed thirst for justice by the Korean community due to the high number of viewers was 
expressed.

The murder occurs in the bathroom of a hamburger chain and grotesque images only compa-
rable to that from a horror-slasher film are unveiled. Walls are left covered in blood and Korea’s 
law and order are appalled by the horrific act of brutality that was carried out.

Suspects are quickly identified and it seems everything is gift-wrapped and delivered to the 
prosecution. When the investigation ensues, two suspects enter the picture. both are Korean-
American teenagers, but encompass the whole economic spectrum. Pearson (Jang Geun-seok), son 
of military personnel, is seemingly the “kid from the wrong side of the tracks.” His friend, Alex (sin 
seung-hwan) is the son of a wealthy businessman who frequently deals in America. each proclaims 
his innocence and blames the other. 

Prosecutor Park (Jeong Jin-yeong) must investigate conflicting stories given by both suspects and 
make sense of the horrific event. With seemingly no evidence to follow except highly confusing, 
contradicting stories, with constant pressure from the public for closure, he is left with a mission 
that may be impossible to accomplish with the hand he has been dealt.

being a true story, the movie does not have a special effects vibe to it, but provides dramatic 
tension throughout the film. The movie will keep you interested throughout the nearly two-hour 
event. While teetering the elements on controversy, the movie is fairly true, unlike some movies 
that just claim to be “based on a true story.” Filmed in a more classic style, the movie could have 
been better, but it is still recommendable by the standards of Korean cinema and there are far 
worse options out there one can experiment with. 

Korean Film Reviews
bY daniel vorderstrasse

we need surgerY
www.weneedsurgery.com
freebird May 20 with swingset 
Committee and others TBa

sotto gamba
www.myspace.com/ 
sottogamba
sottogamba@gmail.com

hwanan gom  
(angrY bear) 
www.myspace.com/ 
hwanangom

flYing maru
www.myspace.com/ 
flyingmaru

southway
southwaymusic.com
street performances every friday 
and saturday night in itaewon

the pines familY band 
the.pines@hotmail.com

black danger
blackdanger24@gmail.com

bombhead
Facebook group: Bombhead  
(music, indie)

lrd
www.lrdband.com

los Diablos blancos
www.myspace.com/ 
losdiablosblancos
you’ll note the gig schedule on the 
Myspace page... We are booked 
every weekend for the next month 
or so...

animal dads
www.myspace.com/ 
animaldads 
www.last.fm/music/
animal+dads
New album available online  
‘Horrible night to have a curse’

send your band info to: 
info@groovekorea.com

local baNds

4th period mystery  
(4-kyo-si choo-ri-yeong-yeok)

Korea’s prized student is involved in a dangerous game at school. Jeong-hun (Yoo seung-ho), 
seen as a prize by the administration, discovers the body of his fellow student, Tae-gyoo (Jo sang-
geun), the problem child of the school, who he fought with earlier in the day.

While Jeung-hun is shocked by the discovery, fellow student lee Da-jeong (Kang so-ra) enters 
the scene. An outcast of the school, most of her time is spent buried in mystery novels and her 
expertise comes in handy in this situation. While the rest of the 
class is in gym, the two decide they have little time to solve this 
mystery. only 40 minutes remain before the class returns and 
will see the gruesome scene in their school home.

As time winds down, the two discover Tae-gyoo was involved 
in many instances of mischief. Jeung-hun and Da-jeong begin a 
chase around the school to try and find the killer. The admin-
istration is currently hosting the school board to justify their 
case to remain open. Racing through the halls, breaking into 
classrooms and searching the teacher’s lounge are all part of 
the investigation by the two teenagers.

A rather short running time increases the pace of the movie. 
Unfortunately, there is not much to the plot to fill any more time, so the movie is rather bland. 
The plot is simple and moves along, but there is not any unnecessary information contained in 
the movie. Do not expect a cliffhanging thriller when watching the movie, but for some simple 
enjoyment. Think of the movie as enjoyment and not a life-changing masterpiece. For a quick flick, 
this would be an acceptable choice.

breaking into 
classrooms 

and searching 
the teacher’s 
lounge are all 

part of the  
investigation  

by the two 
teenagers

dec 29th 
factory girl

sienna Miller, Guy Pearce

dec 31st

management
Jennifer Aniston, steve Zahn

Nine
Daniel Day-lewis, Nicole Kidman, Penelope Cruz

JaN. 7th

synecdoche, New York
Philip seymour Hoffman, Catherine Keener

the road
viggo Mortensen, Charlize Theron

saw vi
Tobin bell, Costas Mandylor

JaN 14th

little ashes
Robert Pattinson, Javier beltran

paranormal activity
Katie Featherston, Micah sloat
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By ChaliCa PaCk 
www.vegetarianinkorea.com

The Grant Hyatt has just about 
everything you could hope for in 
a weekend getaway or just a night 
out. There are several restaurants to 
choose from, including a lounge and 
a club with a live band. I recently 
sat down with Geoffrey Miller, the 
executive sous chef of the Hyatt 
hotel in Seoul, for an interview. 
Miller has been with the Seoul Hyatt 
for the last 15 months but his career 
with the Hyatt started 12 years ago 
in Chicago. He’s stayed with the 
Hyatt because of its reputation for 
excellence, dedication to using the 
best ingredients in their kitchen, 
and the opportunities available for 
professional development. 

My nerves were quickly eased as 
Miller and i chatted about his passion 
for cooking. he’s laid back and genuine. 
Raised in Canada, Miller has been a 
professional chef for about 15 years. after 
graduating culinary school, he worked 
a few years in smaller boutique hotels 
and restaurants before signing on with 
hyatt. he chose korea because working 
internationally is a great building block for 
a chef. 
Many parts of his job are more business 

oriented-- like menu development and 
working with vendors. But he said he feels 
most at home in the kitchen. “That’s where 
the noise is, that’s where the fun is.”
Miller invited me into the kitchen of the 

Paris Grill to see him in his element.  No 
detail is unnoticed. No corners are cut. in 
the kitchen, everything matters. The food 
that comes out of that kitchen is art. There 
is no throwing down a dollop of pureed 
carrots; the elements of each dish are 
presented as if an artist swept his brush 
across the plate with purpose. The plating 
at the hyatt seems to be as important as 
the cooking. Good food deserves to be 
presented at its best, and this is clearly 
Miller’s thought as he works to serve 

his customers. his goal is to “create 
combinations of ingredients that are 
simple yet elegantly prepared. i like to let 
the ingredients speak for themselves.”
Speaking of ingredients, The hyatt uses 

U.S. beef, from a private farm in kansas. 
By arranging to be the exclusive recipient 
of the farm’s beef, they can ensure they 
are getting the highest quality product. 
as a vegetarian, i was interested in 

hearing about my dining options at the 
hyatt. Geoffrey said, “set yourself up for 
success by making a reservation.” This 
applies to everyone not just vegetarians, 
it “allows the restaurant the opportunity 
to prepare for your arrival,” said Miller.  
you can request a private table or an 
open table, a seat with a view of the city 

or a view of the kitchen, and -- of course 
-- you can make your dietary needs 
known. if a vegetarian were to show up 
without a reservation, fear not, you will 
be given excellent service with many 
options for your meal. however, if you 
make a reservation ahead of time, you’ll 
give the chef an opportunity to create a 
customized dinner for you. 
i suggest you grab your special someone 

and head to the hyatt for a long weekend. 
Dine at all the restaurants, get an after 
dinner aperitif in the lounge, go ice 
skating on the back lawn (until the end of 
February) and dance the night away in JJ’s 
club. 
With a chef like Geoffrey Miller in the 

kitchen, you will not be disappointed. 

Chef interview: 
in-depth with Geoffrey Miller 

from the Grand hyatt hotel

Daktoritang at Samgeori Pocha  1. 
in hongdae
Slider hamburger from  2. 
yaletown in Sincheon
kaiser Schmarren from  3. 
Chef Meili in itaewon
Jae Sung from  4. 
hanspoon 
Omija5. 
Chateau le Puy wine  6. 
from VineStock
Sundried Tomato Tartine  7. 
at Macaroni Market in itaewon
hummus from Petra Palace  8. 
in itaewon 

If you have a Droolworthy photo that you 
would like to submit then e-mail it with a 

caption to seouleats@gmail.com

You can find out more about these dishes  
and restaurants at http://seouleats.com
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TACO RICO
By BRiaN DyE
Kissmykimchi.com

Let’s be honest. When it comes to 
Mexican food Seoul is a wasteland 
of dried shriveled jalapenos. I had 
resigned myself to places that serve 
up burritos that look the part but 
taste bland or other restaurants that 
dazzle you with colorful sombreros 
and piñatas or fruity margaritas 
in a desperate attempt to distract 
you from the food. Well, that was 
then. Today I’m pleased to inform 
everyone that I’ve found the real 
deal when it comes to Mexican food 
in Seoul: Taco Rico.

Jong-Sun and allen are the co-owners 
and lifelong friends behind Taco Rico. 
They’ve known each other since their 
middle-school days in korea. adulthood, 
however, took them in separate directions. 
allen spent years studying in Bogotá, 
Columbia. Meanwhile, Jong-Sun studied 
in France before securing a consulting 
position with a top korean company. The 
two kept in touch over the years until an 
opportunity arose for them to reconnect. 
While Jong-Sun was on a business trip in 
California he flew down to visit Allen who 
eagerly played tour guide, showing his 
friend the vibrant folk art, stirring music 
and the distinctive food. Their affection for 
the food led to an epiphany: people back 
in korea might enjoy this. 
authenticity is the foundation by which 

Taco Rico towers above the typical 
Mexican fare found in Seoul. The chef, 
Oscar Martinez, came to Seoul to cook at 
Taco Rico. Oscar specializes in the dishes 
of Northern Mexico and his ability to bring 

those flavors across the globe stems from 
a combination of ingenuity and foresight. 
For instance, since importing Mexican 
peppers would be a Sisyphean endeavor, 
they use Vietnamese peppers, which have 
the same spiciness. Plus, they make their 
own corn tortillas. 
Their dedication to finding the right 

ingredients shows in the food. The team 
at Taco Rico keeps the menu simple 
and tasty. Tacos come in four varieties: 
chicken, pork, beef or guacamole. 
Burritos, a popular choice, can be had 
with chicken, pork or beef. Quesadillas 
and flautas round out the main dishes. 
Side items include nachos, chips with 
salsa or guacamole. you can wash it 
all down with a Corona, Sol, or Negra 
Modelo. 
For the vegetarians out there, Oscar’s got 

your back. he’s been known to whip-up 
a great veggie burrito. as a bonus, if you 
order in Spanish, you will get a discount 

on your meal. 
When it comes down to it, despite being 

the new kid on the block, Taco Rico covers 
the bases like an old pro.  Be sure to give 
them a chance to hit a home run to satisfy 
your Mexican food cravings. you won’t be 
disappointed.

TaCo RICo  
Gangnam: Go out Exit 8 of • 
Gangnam Station and make the first 
left at the GS25.Walk straight and 
follow the curve in the street and it 
will be on your left
02-558-4525• 
English Menu, English is spoken • 
Spanish is spoken 
Price Range: 4,000 won-15,000 won• 
The best Mexican food in the city • 
with an authentic taste and flavor.
Mon-Sat 11 a.m.-10 p.m.• 
Sun 11 a.m. -3 p.m.• 

groovedining
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By JENNy ClEaRy 
http://foodcoma911.blogspot.com

You guys may have noticed that there 
is a recent addition in the Itaewon 
arena to win the title for best sports bar.  
Sam Ryan’s Pub has only been competing  
for a few months, but already promises  
to be a serious challenger.  

The owner of 3 alley Pub opened the sports bar just 
right above it to cater to the younger crowd. The lighting 
is subdued, and the décor is contemporary with a long, 
impressive bar counter flanking one side.  There are several 
cozy areas for intimate gatherings, but also plenty of 
window-side seating for those who want to gaze at the 
nightlife below.  The sports bar also has a dart area 
and an outdoor patio for those wanting to enjoy 
the weather.  Their friendly English-speaking staff 
makes it a breeze to get anything you need to enjoy 
your time at Sam Ryan’s. 
They have eight flat screens strategically placed 

throughout the entire bar, so no sports fan is put to a 
disadvantage.  One television is even placed between 
the urinals in the men’s bathroom. 
Sam Ryan’s is always tapped into the latest coverage 

in sports.  They religiously update their sports schedule 
every Wednesday--ranging from football, basketball, 
hockey, soccer, and anything else you can think 
of.  More importantly, requests are not frowned upon 
because at Sam Ryan’s any sport goes. it’s a safe haven for 
everyone.
They offer affordable prices for both drinks and food.  For 

draft beer, they offer seven selections ranging from OB for 
2,500 won to Guinness for 7,500 won.  if their draft selection 
doesn’t suite you, then surely one of their dozen imported 
bottled beers should do the trick.  For margarita lovers, stop 
in on Mondays for their strawberry or lime margarita special 
for 5,000 won.  Those wanting to become “happy” quicker 
should order Jose Cuervo shots for 3,000 won.  No “Margarita 
Monday” is complete without ordering 
their massive nachos to curb your 
hunger. 
Their “Tailgate Tuesday” special has 

500 won per pork rib with drinks.  
This is definitely a crowd pleaser 
and tables fill up quick, so I suggest 
you show up early.  Moreover, Sam 
Ryan’s brings out the competitor in all 
steak lovers, with the Fat Bastard 
Challenge.  Finish a 72-ounce 
australian rib-eye steak, 
baby potatoes, and a garden 
salad in under an hour and 
your name will forever be 
enshrined on the Fat Bastard 
wall. 
in conclusion, Sam Ryan’s 

is a great place for sports, 
food, and beer — either 
with a group of friends, 
or even by yourself.

SaM RYanS SPoRTS BaR and GRILL
address:•	   itaewon-dong 116-15, youngsan-gu, Seoul, korea
Telephone: •	 02-749-7933
directions: •	  itaewon Station Exit 1 walk straight and make 
a right at kFC.  Walk up the alley and turn left when the alley 
ends.  Walk about 100 meters, on your right will be Sam 
Ryan’s on the second floor above 3 Alley Pub. Sam Ryan’s — 
bringing together sports, food, and drinks

Get your Drink on at  
SaM RYan’S PuB  
in itaewon

groove
RestauRant  
DiRectoRy

Bar Bliss 
Itaewon Exit 1 (Line 6) make the first right. It’s on the corner. 
www.picturetrail.com/barbliss. Price: 12,000 won -35,000 won. 
Contemporary cuisine and high-end bar. Great cocktails and 
patio.

Beer o’Clock 
head to Exit 1 of Shinchon Station (line 2). Go behind the 
hyundai Department store towards the 7/11. Turn left on the 
third street up. 2nd floor. English Menu and staff. #:02-333-9733 
www.beeroclock.ca. Prices: 8,000 won - 24,000 won. Canadian 
Sports Bar with great wings, burgers, donairs, and pizza.

Best Korean Barbecue 
Out Noksapyeong Exit 2 (line 6) and walk straight along the 
street with the kimchi pots. English menu and staff. #:02-796-
5528. Nightly bbq specials, generous servings, and open late.

Chakraa Indian Restaurant 
Go out Itaewon Exit 2 (Line 6) and make the first left. Make a 
right and it’s on the second floor. English menu and staff. #: 02-
796-2255 www.chakraa.co.kr. authentic indian cuisine made by 
indian chefs. known for their tandoori and weekend buffets.

don Valley 
Exit 3 of itaewon Station (line 6) below the Coffee Bean. English 
Menu and staff. #:796-2384. Price: 9,000 won - 25,000 won. 
korean Beef and Pork Barbeque and home-style favorites. Try the 
Wine Marinated Pork Belly.

H-diner 
located to the side of Starbucks near the Capitol hotel. English 
Menu. #:02-796-6967. Price: 6,000 won - 20,000 won. 
american diner sandwiches, chili’s and entrees.

Le Quartier Latin 
Go out Sinchon Station Exit 3 (line 2) and walk straight until you 
get to the big church. Make a right and walk about 500 meters. 
Look for the large French Flag. English Menu and Staff. #:02-333-
9874. Prices: 4,000 won -26,000 won. authentic French Bistro 
with reasonable prices.

naked Grill 
Naked Grill is located at yongsan-gu, hannam Dong 29-21 
towards the U.N. Village. English menu and staff. #:02-749-4225. 
Prices: 4,000 won -12,000 won. Tacos and homestyle american 
favorites for eat-in or take-out.

Petra Restaurant Kebab House 
Exit 3 of Noksapyeong Station (line 6) and up the overpass. it’s 
located to the right. English Menu and staff. #:02-790-4433. 
Prices: 5,000 won -18,000 won. authentic arab food made by a 
certified chef. Excellent Falafel, hummus, and Sultana style lamb 
and chicken.

Rookies  
ichon (line 4) Exit 5 and walk in the direction of yongsan station. 
Pass train tracks to your left. it’ll be on your left. English menu 
and staff. #:02-792-3383. Price: 4,500 won -22,000 won. A 
sports bar with creative bar food and burgers.

Sam Ryan’s Bar 
Go out Itaewon Exit 1 (Line 6) and make the first right. It’s at the 
end, above 3-Alley Pub. English menu and staff. #: 02-749-7933 
www.samryans.com. Price: 500 won - 30,000 won. Sports Bar 
with 8 big screens. BBQ pork ribs on Tuesdays and great burgers 
all the time.

Sanchae House (산채집) 
Go up around Namsan Mountain from Myeongdong Road. it 
is near the Namsan Cable Cars and the restaurant N’Cucina. 
English menu. #:02-755-8775. Price: 8,000 won-25,000 won. 
Savory bossam and fresh leaf bibimbap.

Via di napoli 
Samsung Station Exit 5 (line 2) and it is across from the City 
Airport Terminal. English Menu. #:02-557-6736, http://www.
viadinapoli.co.kr/. Prices: 12,000 won - 30,000 won. Freshly 
made pizzas and italian Food in Gangnam



By ChaRliE BRENNaN

as the owner/chef of a 
small Thai food business 
back home I have been 
disappointed	to	find	Seoul	
Thai eateries failing to deliver 
on even a basic level.

in truth, i have stopped visiting 
Thai restaurants in Seoul and will 
only visit following a specific 
recommendation. Therefore, it 
is with great pleasure that i urge 
you to visit yUM Thai near Sinsa 
Station.
Our appetizers cheerfully 

signalled the beginning of a fine 
dining experience. The spring rolls 
were an excellent start; uncooked, 
the fresh vegetable contents 
cleared the palate whilst the sweet 
chilli sauce provided a pleasant 
foretaste of what was to come. The 
deep fried spring rolls were plain 
in flavor but had a crispy texture. 
The king of the starters was the 
prawn balls, which took me 
straight back to the land of smiles. 
The dishes arrived in perfect 

order. The Stir Fried Vegetables 
with Oyster Sauce and the Stir 
Fried rice with Seafood both 
seemed a little bland at first. The 
smokiness of the Oyster Sauce was 
absent and lacking in saltiness. 
however, the more i returned to 
these dishes, the more i came 
to appreciate the simplicity. 

Both dishes would be great as a 
complement to a spicier dish and 
at yUM Thai there are quite a 
few.
i recommend the Red Curry with 

Roast Duck and pineapple. This 
dish has beautiful, lush coconut 
milk broth that smells of citrus. 
The richness of the duck is offset 
by delightful chunks of sweet 
pineapple. The Chilli Chicken was 
also superb, if i thought the chef 
had lost his Oyster Sauce bottle, 
he surely found it now. The dish is 
spicy, smoky and salty.  This was 
another dish that brought back 
memories of Thailand.
My personal favorite was for the 

Paneang Beef Curry. Never have 
i achieved in my own cooking 
a sauce so thick and so creamy 
as to taste- it tasted as if it was 
filled with a million bubbles. The 
Paneang Beef Curry flavors: Kaffir 
lime, chilli, the velvety coconut 
broth, the crisp vegetables and 
savory beef all rushed to the fore 
and staged a coup on my tongue. 
i for one laid down my defences 
immediately and surrendered to 
pure delight. 

YuM THaI 
02-594-7988 • 
Go out Sinsa Station Exit 1 • 
and walk straight for about 
3 minutes. across from 
J-Tower.
it’s easily the best Thai • 
restaurant in the city.

groovedining

YUM THAI

By aNG MClaUGhliN

Tartine has achieved almost 
mythical status in recent days. 
Thanks to a contest held by 
SeoulEats.com, the pies, cookies, 
cakes and squares made by chef 
Garrett Edward, Luke Lee and their 
team have become immortalized 
in poems such as those by expat 
blogger Paul ajosshi (Paul 
Mathews) in sijo, haiku, cinquain, 
sonnet and tanka form as exposited 
in these beauties:

Tartine - A Tanka
What you call a pie
Is to me, a Brit, a tart
I don’t mind at all
Though your pies may be lidless
They remain the best in Seoul

Tartine - A Haiku:
Lemon meringue pie
Your toasted peaks of delight
Send me to heaven

Every item on the menu has a story 
behind it. The dense, wholegrain artisan 
bread is based on recipes Garrett 
sampled and researched while traveling 
through Eastern Europe. The filling of the 
succulent coconut cream pie comes from 
his hometown of astoria, Oregon, where 
he still returned every winter for several 

years after he first came to Korea. 
The brownies originate from the first 
cookbook he worked with from when 
he was ten-years-old. a recipe from 
the same book which failed due to his 
substituting ingredients led him to coin 
Tartine’s motto: “When you change a 
time honored recipe, it no longer has 
the taste of home.” Thus every new item 
to grace the Tartine menu goes through 
a month of recipe screening and taste 
testing, refining and perfecting each 
aspect before being presented to the 
public. 

having survived that exhaustive 
process, the recent addition of the 
Della Mae beef pot pie has caused 
a stir. The chosen recipe comes from 
Coffeyville, kansas and in keeping 
with Tartine tradition is named for its 
creator –- aunt Della Mae, a relative of 
a friend of Garrett’s. The crisped pastry 
houses a mouth-watering combination 
of australian beef and vegetables in 
gravy, and comes with a colorful side-
salad, artisan bread and a shot dessert. 
an important side-note: this is a pie to 
be reckoned with. Eat slowly and savor 
every bite –- the shell is dense and 
takes time to enjoy.

Take an hour to drop by Tartine and 
meet Garrett, luke lee and their crew. 
Their delicacies will tempt you in 
through the window the first time you 
visit, but the personality of the people 
who work there and home-style baking 
will draw you back. 

PIe DReAMs...
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ethiopian Food at Club Zion 
By ChaliCa PaCk

There’s a new Ethiopian restaurant in itaewon! around the 
corner from the fire station and next to a 7/11 is Ethiopian 
Food and Coffee. it’s housed in the same spot as Club Zion, 
so if you want to try out their selection of amazing meals, 
you’ll want to head over between 1 p.m.-9 p.m. while the 
kitchen is open! Great for meat-eaters and vegetarians alike! 
i’ve sampled the food, and i want to go back for more! 

010-8683-1213

Churroville
By BRyaN FOx

Making a bold and sinfully delicious entry into the café and 
dessert scene, Churroville Chocolateria in apgujeong is a 
sweets shop in a league of its own.  The café, the first of its 
kind in korea, makes all churros fresh to order, with a dough-
pulling machine imported from Spain by chef and owner 
Jimmy Chon.  Chon spent months perfecting the recipe in his 
home kitchen, and the results show it was time well spent.  
For the un-initiated, churros are long, thin tubes of fried 
sweet egg-paste dough, served warm with a cup of melted 
chocolate for dipping -- kind of like an untwisted doughnut.  
in this case, however, that might be akin to saying that a 
porterhouse steak is ‘kind of like’ a Big Mac.  

www.churroville.com

Go out Exit 5 of Apgujeong Station, go straight.  
Third street on your left after the gas station.

Quick 
Bites 

By BRyaN FOx

The	roof,	the	roof,	the	roof	is	on	fire!		Well,	
actually, it’s not.  We’re still a few weeks 
(months?) away from weather which doesn’t 
seem like nature is punishing us for a crime we 
didn’t commit, but that doesn’t mean that things 
aren’t heating up at Roofers.  The eponymous 
roof may lie dormant, but downstairs, in the bar/
restaurant, big things are happening.  

Opened 5 months ago, Roofers is more than a 
restaurant and a watering hole.  it’s a cultural space in 
a part of town where such a thing was sorely lacking.  
Owner Steve kang’s big personality is matched by his 
ambitious, sprawling plans for the place.  Noting the 
lack of an artistic space in itaewon, kang has made it 
his mission to entertain any and all interesting proposals 
from the creative expatriate community. So far, Roofers 
has hosted a wild halloween party (in conjunction with 
the hive club across the street, which kang also runs), two hugely 
successful “Night of a Thousand Plays” events in October, and the 
bar just finished its first extended run theater production (“Black 
Comedy”).  There’s a weekly freestyle hip-hop night on Thursdays, 
regular “Spoken Word” events, and the Seoul City improv troupe 
does monthly shows there.  From January, the bar will begin 
Sunday movie screenings, and when the warmer weather sees fit 
to return, the films will move upstairs to the ample rooftop area, 
where they were shown last summer to audiences of over 200 
happy viewers at a time.
lest we forget, Roofers does also have a kitchen.  The menu 

is simple but effective, and offers a wide range of vegetarian 
options.  A good sandwich is always a welcome find in Korea, 
and in this regard, Roofers weighs in admirably, offering seven 
different wraps and sandwiches, including a tasty Chicken, 
Mozzarella, and Pesto (9,000 won), a California Grilled Veggie 
Sandwich (8,000 won), and a creative Tofu and Two Cheese 
option (7,000 won).  Other mains run the range from Mexican 
to Continental to indian and back again – recommended are 
the Butter Chicken curry (12,000 won), which falls somewhere 
between a traditional indian curry and a British pub version, 

and the Veggie Bake (10,000 won): a meat-free shepherd’s pie. 
The Meat Pie (9,000 won) is also a house specialty.  Roofers 
won’t be winning any awards for romantic décor, nor for its 
uninspiring cocktail menu, but the hookahs are among the 
cheapest in town (10,000 won, 10 varieties), and it’s refreshing 
to see that pub fare in itaewon bars is increasingly going beyond 
the norm in both quality and range.   Right now, Roofers is open 
only for weeknight dinners and weekends from lunch onwards, 
but starting in January, there are plans for a brunch menu and 
an earlier weekend opening.  With its welcoming open doors 
catering to the burgeoning artistic community, it’s probably safe 
to say that we can expect more pleasant surprises from the venue 
in the New year.

RoofERS
itaewon: From itaewon Station (Exit 3), walk straight and • 
turn right after Dunkin’ Donuts. Roofers is located on the 
second floor, a 1-2 minute walk up the hill on the right, 
across from king Club.
English Menu, English Spoken• 
Price Range: 5000 to 15,000 won• 

groovedining

ROOFeRs is on Fire! 
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42new Year NeW YoU in december 
2009 with a 
month-long 
trip to is-

tanbul, turkey 
to study dance, 
i did all of these 
things. i feel like 
a kid again. i’ve 
been invigorated 
with inspiration 
and imagination.

i moved to Korea two years ago fresh from 
an intensive month of studying in Cairo, egypt 
with Raqia Hassan – one of the top bellydance 
instructors in the world. i practiced for hours 
every day in her home studio and then trekked 
across the Nile back to my hostel each night. 

i’d been teaching bellydance in Japan and 
Canada for over four years before traveling to 
egypt. With a desire to share my own vision 
of bellydance, i opened a class at the Well be-
ing studio in seoul’s itaewon district in Janu-
ary 2008. That single lesson blossomed into 11 
weekly bellydance classes. in February i’ll be 
expanding the schedule even more.

As much as i love teaching, when the oppor-
tunity arose to study in istanbul, i couldn’t wait 
for the chance to be a student again. 

Whereas egyptian bellydance is known for its 
refined style, Turkish is famed for its fiery pas-
sion. My very first lesson was with the iconic 
diva Princess banu. she’s interesting as a dance 
figure because she melds both styles. She was 
born to a middle class family in izmir, Turkey 
and dreamt of becoming a movie star. After her 
father’s death, she tried to run away to istanbul, 
but her mother stopped her at the bus station. 
later, they journeyed there together. banu was 
discovered and became a legendary nightclub 
dancer and film idol.

she earned the title “Princess” while touring 
in europe. During the second night of a theater 
run, banu emerged onstage to discover there 
was only one man in the audience. He was an 
Arab prince and such a great admirer that he’d 
bought every single ticket in the venue. He mar-
ried her and took her away to his castle. The 
enchantment soon fizzled and she made her 
way back to Turkey.

Floor work is generally considered the most 
aerobic and acrobatic element of a bellydance 
routine. its sensual nature has prompted it’s 
being banned in egypt. At Fazil studio NYC in 
istanbul, Princess banu shared with me her sig-
nature moves. in the days following, the aches i 
felt walking through the city’s winding cobble-
stone streets reminded me i was awakening 
new places in my body; creating new paths in 
my muscle memory. i was learning and it was 
intoxicating. 

Next was Reyhan Tuzsuz who specializes in 
9/8. it’s sometimes described as hiccupping or 
limping rhythm. The first four beats are even but 
then there is a last, fast, surprising and emphatic 
“five!” Reyhan is Romani, or “Gypsy.” Since 2001 
she’s travelled worldwide as an ambassador of 
the Romani people and their culture. last year, 
the methodical demolition of her famed Romani 
sulukule neighborhood forced Reyhan out of 
her home. sulukule was the oldest settlement 

iN 2010 do  
somethiNg 
that’s JUst  
for YoU. 

Be absolutely selfish. 
treat yourself.  
experience new beauty.   
expose yourself to new ideas. 

bY eshe

as mUch as i love 
teachiNg, WheN 

the opportUNitY 
arose to stUdY 

iN istaNbUl, i 
coUldN’t Wait for 
the chaNce to be 
a stUdeNt agaiN. 



bY chris backe

2010 holds more 
opportunities 
than ever to 
become part 

of a community, and there’s plenty 
of choose from. it’s time to really 
get to know people – going beyond 
polite conversations on where you’re 
from or how long you’ve been here. 
it means getting out of your com-
fort zone instead of just going to 
the same bar, the same trivia night, 
or the same three parks. the fact 
that more foreign teachers are call-
ing Korea home for longer than usual 
(thank you, global recession), means 
they’re less likely to say goodbye 
right after you meet them. it also 
means they’re more likely to help 
out when the crap hits the fan and 
you need a friend.

so why isn’t there a stronger community of 
foreigners here in Korea? it might just be what i’ll 
call the ‘Superman attitude.’ When you first got off 
the plane in Korea, you learned how to deal with 
things for yourself because you didn’t have anyone 
to turn to – things like a tiny apartment. A washing 
machine with instructions entirely in Korean. Ditto 
with the air conditioner or ondol heater. Where to 
get groceries. After a while, you figured out how 
things work here and gained some self-confidence. 
You might have said to yourself ‘i can do it all,’ ‘i can 
take care of myself,’ or ‘i don’t need to be a part 
of a community.’ Put simply, it’s counterproduc-
tive and somewhat pointless. Just because you’ve 
put up with the hand Korea has dealt you doesn’t 
mean anyone else needs to. What’s to lose by shar-
ing what you know with those who might benefit 
from it? 

Take it from science if you like. several studies 
have shown people who belong to a community, no 
matter the kind, have fewer health problems, com-
mit suicide less often and tend to be more satisfied 
with their lives. one study (beem, C. (1999) The 
Necessity of Politics. Reclaiming American public 
life, Chicago: university of Chicago Press) equates 
one’s social connections as a predictor for one’s 
life span, similar in accuracy to getting married 
or affluence. The study suggests the same health 
benefits come from quitting smoking as joining a 
community of some kind. Abraham Maslow (of the 
famous Maslow’s hierarchy you might have learned 
about in Psych 101) listed social groups on the 
third tier – a pre-requisite to reaching the esteem 
and self-actualization levels. in other words, you 
can’t achieve levels of happiness or self-actualiza-
tion without having other people in your life.

it’s very true that expats in all lines of work have 
different schedules, locations across the country, 
needs, interests, lifestyles, jobs, native cultures, dif-
ferent visa categories. No matter what differences 
you may have, the nice thing about communities is 
that they start with sharing a common interest or 
goal. it doesn’t have to be a huge community – few 

of the expat-focused ones are – so start with what 
interests you and build from there.

“Great, so where do I find these communities?” 
you ask. There isn’t any one place to find them all, 
but you can learn about quite a few in the back 
of this magazine – quite a few have an advertise-
ment in the classifieds. Matt Lamers of the Korea 
Herald has put together an extensive list of com-
munities based on common interests or popula-
tions. if you’ve been looking for a community to 
join, anything from the Cigar Aficionado Society 
to ice hockey to touch rugby to the Czech Club 
is available in seoul. Playing in a dart league may 
not interest you, but the seoul Hiking Club might. 
You may not be interested in joining an ultimate 
Frisbee team, so take some photography lessons 
instead.  other areas of the country have expat-
focused groups as well, especially in the larger cit-
ies of busan, Daegu and Daejeon. in smaller cities, 
you can always start one of your own. 

While they lack the same kind of connection, 
getting involved in online communities is another 
way of staying in contact with friends and family, 
whether in Korea or your home country. Facebook 
and Myspace are the two undisputed champions, 
although Cyworld is a great place to make some 
Korean friends if you can navigate their website. 
one you probably haven’t heard of yet is Chatjip 
(www.chatjip.com), aggregating news, opinions, and 
pictures from all over the web in an effort to be 
a one-stop-shop for all things Korea. Whatever 
one works best for you, use them to connect with 
other groups or like-minded people during your 
time in Korea – and to keep in touch after you 
move elsewhere. 

a few communities based around a common interest 
worth checking out:

2s2 - founded by the popular blogger Ro-
boseyo, 2s2 meets on the second sunday of every 
month to do something different. The last couple 
of meetings took the group to see the snowboard-

ing festival in Gwanghwamun and taught the group 
how to play Go-stop over lots of conversation. 
Check out http://2s2community.blogspot.com/ for 
more information.

animal rescue Korea - adopt an animal, 
animal-sit, get to know other animal lovers, or 
help raise funds to care for lonely animals. lookup 
www.animalrescuekorea.org for more.

adventure Korea - if your excuse for not 
traveling around Korea has been not knowing 
where to go, this community does plenty of trips 
across Korea while taking care of all the transpor-
tation details. The people you’ll meet are fellow 
travelers – and the trips can take you almost any-
where Korea has to offer. Check out www.adven-
turekorea.com for a list of upcoming trips.

swing, salsa, and tango dance - you won’t 
find the same people at each studio or dance floor, 
but pick one (or more!) and find some lessons 
to learn. if you already know the basics, there are 
plenty of clubs that specialize in each kind across 
the country. They’re scattered across the city, but a 
tango and a swing place are within walking distance 
of sinsa station.  http://swingkorea.blogspot.com  
keeps maps and directions for all the swing dance 
clubs around seoul; for salsa and tango, do a little 
online searching to find one closer to you.

seoul improv - flexing those theatrical mus-
cles doesn’t need to happen before a crowd of 
thousands. While the troupe performs occasionally, 
practices can be just as much fun. Contact seoulim-
prov@seoulplayers.com for more information.

Whatever community or groups you join, i wish 
you a Happy New Year, plenty of friends, and a great 
community

When not teaching, traveling around Korea, or swing 
dancing, Chris Backe is actively blogs about life and 
travel around south Korea.  Check out his blog at 
chrisinsouthkorea.blogspot.com

of the nomadic Roma, first recorded in 1054. Now 
it is gone. Meeting her reinforced in me the im-
portance of traveling to areas of great inspiration 
and patronizing those who are keeping authentic 
art alive. 

because Romani dance is a spontaneous solo 
art form, Reyhan teaches by improvising. You learn 
by seeing, experiencing and doing. The steps are 
not dissected and made palatable by process. They 
are totally organic. in Turkey and egypt, dancers 
do not attend schools – in fact, there aren’t any.  
bellydance is often absorbed at home by imitat-
ing family, by attending weddings and watching the 
professional dancers, or through coaching with an 
established professional. 

it was exciting and refreshing to be a beginner 
under her tutelage. every day i took pages of notes. 
No two lessons were ever the same. After much 
practice, frustration and concentration, Reyhan 
paid me a huge compliment by calling me a “Ca-
nadian Romani.”

last was sema Yildiz. i met sema years ago in 
Tokyo, Japan when i took a workshop and instantly 
fell in love with her spirit and style.  During the 
workshop, she pulled me out of the attendees to 
dance with her at the front of the room. That day 
cemented my decision to visit Turkey.

in the ‘50s and ‘60s Hindi movies were very pop-
ular in istanbul. sema and her childhood friends 
would dress up and use bottle caps as finger cym-
bals and emulate the film dancers.  As she became 
older, she upset her father with clandestine sur-
veillance of wedding parties and specifically their 
hired dancers. 

At 14, sema was married to a man who lived next 
to sulukule. Proximity offered her an education in 
the Romani dance. At 16, sema’s father died and 
she separated from her husband. At 17, she won 
the “Queen of the Dance” contest. This launched 
her auspicious career – which has spanned five de-

cades with no signs of stopping. 
sema teaches traditional orientale and Romani 

dance. Her version of Romani is more rooted in 
the stage than the street. Her presentation is very 
dramatic and lends the learner latitude and liber-
ties in the creative process. she is the embodiment 
of a real teacher, sharing everything she knows 
about dance without reservation.  

i took more than 40 private lessons with these 
wonderful artists and spent many more hours re-
hearsing on my own. i can say without reserva-
tion a month of being selfish is going to enable 
me to be more selfless this year. My batteries are 
charged. i have more to offer. 

Take the time to enhance yourself. Delight in the 
world around you. Find a muse. be receptive. Give 
the universe the best possible version of you in 
2010. 

eshe offers orientale and 
tribal bellydance lessons 
at the Well being studio 
in itaewon, seoul. she’ll 

be hosting special “taster” 
workshops the weekend  

of Jan. 8. for more  
information, visit:  

www.eshebellydancer.com

commUNitY

photo credit: Joy iris-Wilbanks of foreignerjoy.blogspot.com
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bY bhamika 

Now that the holiday season 
has come to a close and all 
that christmas weight is 
clinging to your body like a 

fat kid to cake, here is the time when 
self-reflection is due and decisions 
about the following year’s itinerary 
must come into play. 

every year you can make the same generic reso-
lutions such as stop eating, drinking, smoking and all 
that malarkey, but considering that it’s the turn of a 
decade, perhaps we need to dig a little deeper…

living away from your home country gives you 
a clean slate to do whatever, act however and be 
whoever you want, but any situation can lead us 
to fall into old habits. The wild ones get wilder and 
the tame ones bring no surprises to the table. Well, 
2010 is the year where you can break out of what-
ever bubble you’re in, so let the prudes run wild, and 
the pissheads fix up.

so here are a few things to guide you down whichever 
path to enlightenment you’re on.

first the pissheads
before you get thrown into rehab, it might be 

worthwhile to see some form of daylight during the 
weekends because, believe it or not, there’s actually 
a lot to do and a lot to experience.

The perfect first step to said enlightenment is the 
temple stay you’ve been putting off since you got 
here. What better way to start off the New Year 
than with that detox that you were ‘planning’ to do 
but had no intention of sticking with? A range of 
temples across the country organize half day, day 
long and weekend programs, so there’s no excuse.

briNgiNg it home
If your reflection in the mirror is now someone 

even you wouldn’t bring home to your mother, you 
can reform back to being a member of civilized so-
ciety by meeting Yoo’s family. This program, where 
foreigners can experience real Korean life by visit-
ing the Yoo family in their home, includes a tea cer-
emony, dressing in hanbok, a manners lesson, folk 
drawing in woodblock print or calligraphy, cooking  
Korean pancakes as well as a Kimchi cooking 
course.

Also, as for every weekend trip so far ending up 
being an opportunity just to visit bars in another 
city, why not go and see something during the day-
light? The Boseong Green Tea fields on the south-
west coast are reported to have spectacular views, 
where the green tea trees blanket the landscape 
and are also popular scenic shots for Korean Tv 
dramas and movies. A weekend trip includes views, 

tea tasting, sunrise on the beach and green tea/sea 
water baths.

Another favorite spot for Korean directors is the 
Damyong bamboo forest. located 300km south of 
seoul, the bamboo forest offers a serene escape 
from the hustle and bustle of city life. The town 
offers 800 restaurants where you can enjoy a full 
course bamboo meal along with a bamboo rice keg 
– rice steamed with bamboo extracts and served 
in a thick bamboo container with gingko nuts. And 
if that wasn’t reason enough to go, you can even sip 
some bamboo tea while soaking in a hot bamboo 
bath. 

lettiNg loose
Now for the prudes: baby steps. The best way to 

let your hair down after a long working week is 
to hit a bar. but not just any bar – Monkey beach 
in Apgujeong is where drinks come in buckets, the 
dance floor is on the tables and you can play rock, 
paper, scissors with a human Chuckie/deranged 
clown looking guy, for a free shot. A combination 
of bucket drinks, shots and dancing on tables (with 
stripper poles), which may otherwise sound like 
you’ve taken up a new profession, can only lead to 
a whole lot of fun.

While every weekend trip so far has been a solid, 
cultural experience, why not go somewhere and get 

crazy? There are plenty of cities across the country 
where you can get loose and let your hair down. 
Next time you’re away, act like it. Get shamelessly 
drunk, grab that guy/girl you’ve been staring at all 
night but haven’t had the guts to go for, stagger 
home hours after the sun has risen, dance till you 
wear out your shoes, and still keep going till your 
body can’t handle it anymore.

Now that you’ve started to throw caution to the 
wind, nothing will get you feeling alive like getting that 
adrenaline pumping. You can go bungee jumping at  
Cheongpyeong River land, Cheongpyung land as 
well as Yuldong Park. Paragliding over mountains 
can be experienced at Mungyeong Flying land, Dan-
yang Flying Park and Yangpyeong Flying Park as well 
as white water rafting at various spots around the 
country.

Remember, being wild is all in the mindset, if you 
feel like doing something, but it’s probably not a 
good idea, it’s probably going to be a whole lot of 
fun. Do some extreme sports, drink tequila straight 
out of the bottle, go skinny dipping, go away where 
you won’t bump into colleagues (or worse – stu-
dents) while in a shameless state. 

Whatever you want to do this 
year, however you want to do it  

- make it a good one.

 the hamilton hotel has a gym, 
screen golf, a sauna and a jimjil-
bang for your body toning, re-
laxation and enjoyment needs.

The gym has everything you need from cardio 
equipment, to free weights to machines and also 
showers for when you’re done. The place is im-
maculate and has a great workout atmosphere. 
The trainers are all highly qualified with numer-
ous government certifications –- sports massage, 
body building, chiropractic, squash instructor and 
even wind surfing -- between them and university 
educations centered around sports education and 
management.

This time of year, when a lot of us are looking to 

lose the holiday “lovin” from our torsos, the train-
ers recommend a 10-15 minute treadmill warm-up 
followed by free weights and then 30 minutes- 1 
hour of aerobic exercise (the closer to an hour the 
better). For more instruction on working out, you 
can hire a personal trainer, 10 sessions is 300,000 
won. 

The hotel’s sauna costs 6,000 won and has a cold 

bath, warm bath, hot bath and an event bath that 
is infused with one of green tea, lemon or jasmine. 
There are also hot rooms for sweating out post 
holiday toxins. Not into the sauna, try an egg and 
kiwi juice at the jimjilbang or whack some balls at 
their screen golf. 

The place is closed only on chuseok and Ney 
Year’s day, so there’s never any worry about it not 
being open. The sauna runs all night, while the gym’s 
operating hours are weekdays 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m., 
saturdays 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and sundays 10 a.m. to 
6 p.m. Costs for monthly memberships range from 
85,000 won for the gym to 180,000 won for every-
thing included. 

02 6393-1375
www.hamilton.co.kr  
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happy New Year! 

because we here at groove Korea care 
so much about your wellbeing and ap-
pearance, we wracked our brains trying 

to figure out the best way to assist you 
during these cold winter months. 

that’s when it hit us. Why not use some 
of the experts who advertise with us to 

provide you with some advice and tips on a 
whole range of topics? We sat down with the 

experts and asked some important questions. 
some of the advice will be of the old fashioned 

“sit straight, eat right, go to the gym, use con-
doms” stuff, while there will also be info on other 
slightly more enhanced techniques

take it all in. or don’t. as long as you are happy 
with you, that’s all that matters.
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Ye medical center / Ye plastic surgerY clinic
6f, 131-6, Chungdam-dong, Gangnam-gu
seoul, Korea 135-957  T. . 82-2-541-9500

how do we know when we are going bald? 
The first question is an easy one. If you think you’re going bald, start checking for the telltale signs. You will first 

notice your hair getting thinner and the fact that it is not as strong as it used to be, you will see more hairs falling 
out and also the part in your hair will get wider.

can the process be slowed?
starting the prevention of baldness does not make new hair grow, but rather treating your scalp to make a good 

environment for your hair to grow well. With a proper growing environment, you’ll lose less hair. Prolonged hair 
treatment will slow the balding process. 

What measures can be taken?
A range of medical products for hair treatment can be purchased.

scaling (removing dead cells on your scalp) 100,000 won• 
scaling + Nutrition therapy 130,000 won• 
scaling + Mesotherapy 150,000 won• 

can you tell us a little about anti-aging measures we can take? 
All plastic surgery and dermatology treatments are considered to be anti-aging. Even five years ago, lots of 

people wanted to alter their physical appearance. but nowadays, the most important thing is the harmony of one’s 
look. Hair transplants, jaw surgery, fat injection, botox and more are all available to look good.

Non-surgical treatment includes nutrition therapy, lots of exercise, weight management programs, stress control 
treatment, etc. 

health care

seoul eMeRGeNCY MeDiCAl  
iNFoRMATioN CeNTeR 
(02) 3675-5178 or 3675-5179 Jongno-gu, seoul

GlobAl MeDiCAl FACiliTAToR 
starparks www.medicalkorea.asia  
(02) 6337-1000. emergency: (010)9991-0888. Yeoido, seoul

iNTeRNATioNAl CliNiCs 
asan medical center (amc)  
www.amc.seoul.kr/eng 
international Clinic: (02) 3010-5001 or 3010-5002 
emergency: (02) 3010-3331 or 3010-3334 
songpa-gu, seoul 

samsung medical center (smc)  
english.samsunghospital.com 
international Clinic: (02) 3410-0200 or 3410-0226 
emergency: (02) 3410-2060 ilwon-dong, seoul

seoul National University hospital (sNUh)  
www.snuh.org/eng 
international Clinic: (02) 2072-2890  
Jongno-gu, seoul

Yonsei University severance hospital 
www.severance.or.kr/en/index.asp 
international Clinic: (02) 2228-5810 or 392-3404 
seodaemun-gu, seoul

oRieNTAl MeDiCiNe / ACuPuNCTuRe 
Jaseng hospital 
www.jaseng.net 
(02) 3218-3167 Apgujeong, seoul

dr Yoon’s oriental medical clinic 
(02) 790-9578 or 790-9577 itaewon, seoul

gangnam iN oriental medical clinic 
www.inisgood.com/content/c_view.asp?c_idx=399 
(02) 547-8575 Gangnam, seoul

CHiRoPRACToRs 
itaewon chiropractic center  
www.createwellnesscenter.com  
(02) 798-1446 itaewon, seoul

DeNTAl CliNiCs 
hus'hu dental clinic 
www.hus-hu.com 
1588-9467 Apgujeong, seoul

Yonsei Miplus Dental Clinic (3rd floor) 
(02) 3141-0028 Hongdae, seoul 
Hong-ik univ. station, exit #5

international mee dental clinic 
www.internationalmee.com/page/sub6_1.asp 
(02) 795-1500 Hannam-dong, seoul

Navid dental clinic 
www.naviddent.com/eng/greeting.asp 
(02) 790-7119 Hannam-dong, seoul

myeongdong Ye dental clinic 
(02) 318-2255 Myung-Dong, seoul

Korea dental group 
(02) 733-1633 / (02) 735-1830 
Kwanghwamun, seoul / Gangnam, seoul

Le Dent Dental Office 
www.art-dentistry.com 
(02) 539-7675 or 3452-7674 Gangnam, seoul

MeNTAl HeAlTH 
dr. park’s pyschiatric clinic for foreigners 
(02) 563-0609 seollung, seoul

severance mental health hospital 
www.smh.or.kr (31) 760-9400 
Gwangju, Gyeonggi-do

WoMeN HosPiTAls 
miz medi hospital 
www.mizmedi.com/index.asp 
(02) 3467-3741 Daechi-dong, seoul

cha hospital 
kangnam.chamc.co.kr/chaeng/about/01.html 
(02) 3468-3000 Yeoksam-dong, seoul

cheil hospital & Women’s healthcare center  
www.cgh.co.kr  
(02) 2000-7000 Chungmuro, seoul

sKiN CliNiCs 
TengTeng Skin Clinic (10th floor) 
webmaster@tengteng.com 
www.tengteng.com / www.tengteng.co.kr 
(02) 337-4066 sinsa station, exit #2

Nova Skin Clinic (6th floor) 
www.novaskin.co.kr 
(02) 563-7977 Gangnam, seoul  
Gangnam station, exit #7

starsKiN aesthetic 
www.star-skin.co.kr (02) 775-0886

PlAsTiC suRGeRY 
K's Plastic Surgery Clinic (4th floor) 
www.kksplastic.co.kr 
(02) 541-7533 Apgujeong, seoul  
Apgujeong station, exit #2

beAuTY & HeAlTH 
YE Medical Center (7th floor) 
www.yemedical.com 
(02) 541-7533 Gangnam, seoul  
Cheongdam station, exit #14

MAssAGe 
healing hands 
samgakji, seoul — Xi Apartment building D-907 
www.healinghands.co.kr. 
010-3158-5572 / 02-2071-8090 
samgakji station exit #9

WoN-bae bae md phd

to Wig, or 
Not to Wig…
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baram plastic 
Dr.  yoon-gi Hong, MD 

What is liposuction and who needs it?
Liposuction is a plastic surgical field that helps to form a desired body shape by extracting subcutaneous 

fat tissue through a special cannula. The procedure requires highly delicate skills. liposuction is designed to 
help with the correction of body shape rather than for immediate weight loss. However, when supported 

by appropriate dietary treatment and exercise after the procedures; it can result in weight loss. 
Liposuction can also raise one’s quality of life through improving one’s self-confidence and self-satisfac-

tion. 

most of us would be concerned with its risk. What are the side effects?
unlike other surgical operations, liposuction is less destructive and is followed by fast recovery since it is 

conducted by extracting fat tissues through a tiny hole. in the united states, more than 400,000 operations are 
practiced every year. 

in the early stage of its practice more than 20 years ago, liposuction resulted in a heavy loss of 
blood. However, since the invention of tumescent solution, which is a mixture of anesthesia and 

hemostetic by Dr. Klein in 1985, blood loss was reduced drastically. 
At present, hemoglobin value can be identified by blood tests before the operation. If a he-

moglobin value falls within the normal range, liposuction can be practiced. 
Not only have the surgical techniques improved, but there have also been breakthroughs in 

the equipment used for the operation. These days, the 4th generation ultrasound and lasers 
are used in the procedure.  

However, it is always important that the operation is practiced by experienced medical 
specialists who know the process for the safe removal of fat tissue.    

please explain the expected costs and recovery periods of procedure.
They depend on the individual, as each person has a different amount of fat tissue. 

However, for normal cases of abdominal liposuction, it costs around 3 million won to 4 
million won. The operation takes about an hour. 

Recovery periods are short and you’ll be able to work the next day. However, you’ll 
need to wear a special corset that helps to correct the body shape for three to four 

weeks to enhance its effectiveness. 

What parts of body are operated on? 
For Koreans, it’s thighs followed by abdomen, forearms, and calves. This is because 

Koreans have a high ratio of fat on their lower bodies. For foreigners, it’s primarily 
abdominal liposuction.  

What are the differences in the procedure for Koreans and for-
eigners? 

Compared with Koreans, foreigners’ tissues are softer and thus easier to 
extract. it requires more caution when operating on Koreans for their tissues 
are relatively more condensed and stiff.
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JAseNG HosPiTAl oF oRieNTAl MeDiCiNe
Gangnam

Tel: (int’l +82-2) 3218-2167, 3218-2105  
(english)(int’l +82-2) 3218-2106, 3218-2169 (Japanese)

Fax: (int’l +82-2) 546-0987

E-mail: enjaseng@jaseng.co.kr

Website: www.jaseng.net (english)/ www.jaseng.jp  
(Japanese)/ www.jaseng.ru (russian)

Jaseng hospital specializes in eastern and Western integration. 
Their approach is a holistic one and they are also the only oriental 
medicine hospital specializing in spine conditions to be recognized by 
the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Family Affairs. They also specialize 
in bone and joint treatment. They practice general acupuncture, motion 
style treatment, bee venom therapy and more.

A little tip the doctors at Jaseng gave for headache relief when 
you don’t want to take an aspirin is to take a toothpick or 

similar pointy type object and push it into you middle 
finger just below your cuticle (don’t break the 

skin obviously). Make sure the point you 
choose is the most sensitive of that 

area. if that doesn’t work, pinch the 
groove between your thumb and 
index finger for a few minutes, 
it can help with headaches and 
also indigestion.   
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YoNsei MiPlus DeNTAl CliNiC  
Dr. Jin-min lee DDs, PhD & Dr.  ae-ri Park

for someone who is concerned about his or her personal 
appearance, what role do the teeth play and how can we be 
sure to make the most of our smiles?

Personal appearance is very important in society. social and physiological 
research has shown that appearance plays an important role in determining 
the quality of our interactions with others and is an important aspect of 
nonverbal communication. A smile is one of the most attractive components 
of appearance. The effect of a smile can be so significant that advertising 
experts refer to this phenomenon as “smile power.” Teeth whitening can im-
pact on the perceived levels of self-confidence in the assessment of personal 
characteristics and make a beautiful smile. so, teeth whitening appears to be 
emerging as a heath service.  

Teeth whitening is the process of removing stains and discoloration from 
teeth and improving their color through a bleaching process to make them 
look “whiter.” A bleaching process uses a peroxide-based compound of 
varying strength (3 percent ~ 30 percent peroxide). Most cosmetic dental 
practices offer a combination of immediate, in-house teeth whitening and 
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professional take-home tooth whitening kits with custom-made 
trays. it takes about two weeks. 

To date one-day power bleaching is a good choice for people 
who have no time to do home bleaching and want to have fast 
and convenient results. The special light and high concentration 
of peroxide are used for a fast and powerful effect. it has been 
proven to be safe and effective. it must be performed by a dental 
professional. it takes about 60-90 minutes and is done in one ses-
sion. The cost is about 600,000 won to 1 million won. 

After the whitening procedure you had better avoid eating 
dark foods such as curry, tea, coffee, red wine, etc., and keep 
good oral hygiene to maintain a healthy and beautiful smile.  

Professional dental cleaning is the process of removing tartar 
and calculus from teeth. Constant accumulation of plaque as a 
result of irregular brushing and flossing results in the hardening 
of plaque into a yellow or brown mineral deposit called tartar 
or calculus. As a result of its crusty and rough surface, teeth then 
become ideal locations for further plaque growth. Tartar leads to 
gum disease when it is formed below the gum line. Professional 
dental cleaning is recommended every six to 12 months after a 
regular check-up. it cost about 60,000 won to 100,000 won. 

Regular dental check-ups, scaling and teeth whitening will help 
you maintain a healthy and beautiful smile. 

What role does brushing play and how can we be 
sure we are doing it correctly? 

Most people brush only on the chewing surfaces and the cheek 
surface of the teeth. but the more important part is between 
the teeth, and the border of tooth and gum. When using the 
universal toothbrush, place the brush 45 degrees towards the 
gum and brush them with vibrating motion. Also, don’t forget to 
use dental floss to remove the dental plaque from between two 
adjacent teeth. An inter-dental brush or endtuft brush may be 
used for people who have mild or moderate gum problems. last-
ly, a tongue cleaner can be used to remove tongue fur (tongue 
plaque).

What are dental implants and how much do they 
cost?

An implant is a dental treatment procedure used for replacing 
a single tooth or multiple missing teeth.

it is possible to receive independent treatment of implants, 
which means that the remaining teeth may be preserved. Also, 
implants are very similar to the natural teeth, making it more 
attractive for appearance and strong enough for any kinds of 
food. First and foremost, the inconvenience of using a removable 
denture is now being replaced by dental implants.

There are two treatment stages. The first stage is the surgical 
stage. This is a process of planting the dental implant into the 
jawbone. The second stage is the prosthetic stage, when the up-
per tooth is connected to the dental implant. The total treatment 
procedure costs about 2 million won to 2.5 million won.

saY Kim-cheeeee!

dr. JiN-miN lee dds, phd  

dr. ae-ri parK
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MiZ MeDi WoMeN’s HosPiTAl 
Dr. Ji-hyon suh, MD, PhD 

Gynecologist 

What are the most common problems women in their 
20s and 30’s face?  

since women in their 20s and 30s are young and sexually active, 
women of this age group are mostly concerned about contraception 
and sexually-transmitted diseases. 

There are various methods of contraception according to its mecha-
nism. basically, there are four different contraceptive methods, which 
consist of 1) the hormonal contraception; oral pills & emergency pill, 
hormonal implants (implanon, Mirena), vagina hormone ring (NuvaR-
ing), hormonal patch, 2) intrauterine method; iuD, tubal ligation, 3) bar-
rier methods; condom, spermacides, diaphragm & vaginal caps, and 4) 
the natural method; rhythm method. besides abstinence, no method 
can guarantee you 100 percent protection, but most of these methods 
average 97-99 percent in success rate when used correctly. You should 

also take into consideration the fact that barriers such as condoms, 
diaphragms and caps are only methods that can protect against sTDs 
during intercourse. emergency contraceptive pills that have gained 
much popularity recently vary in success rate by when you take the 
pill post-intercourse (95 percent success when you take it within 24 
hours, 85 percent within 48 hours, and 58 percent within 72 hours). if 
unplanned pregnancy is something that you don’t want in your life now, 
make sure you consult with a gynecologic specialist who can help you 
to find the method that can work best for you.  

sexually transmitted disease (sTD) is another serious concern that 
sexually active women face. There are different types of organisms 
that cause different types of sTDs, which include bacteria (Gonor-
rhea, Chlamydia, Mycoplasma, Chancroid, syphilis), virus (Herpes, Hu-
man papilloma virus, AiDs, Hepatitis b & C), parasites (Trichomoniasis), 
and mites (pubic lice, scabies). symptoms may vary according to the 
infectious state. if you come down with abnormal vaginal discharge 
or vaginal symptoms such as irritation or itchiness, you should check 
for bacterial infections or parasites. if you feel pain in the introitus or 
notice any type of ulcer in the genital area, you should check for herpes 
or chancroid. if you feel unusual abdominal cramping after intercourse, 
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it’d be wise to check for possible PiD. 
besides sexually-related problems, reproductive aged women 

should be concerned about the state of their menstruation and 
health of the reproductive organs. if you have menstrual cycles that 
are very irregular (having less than 21 cycle days or more than 45 
days) or abnormally heavy flow and severe cramping, you should 
have a gynecologic check up to rule out possible diseases such as 
PCOS or uterine fibroids, polyps or ovarian endometriosis. Four to 
six women out of ten have been reported to have uterine fibroids. 
They may be silent, not causing any specific symptom. But since the 
influence of estrogen in most young, menstruating women tends to 
enlarge and aggravate the underlying fibroids, routine gynecologic 
checks are advisable in all women. 

Who needs regular checkups and how often?  
A gynecologic checkup basically consists of a pelvic examination, 

cervical cytology (“Pap-test”), and a pelvic ultrasound. if sexually-ac-
tive, an sTD & Human Papilloma virus (HPv) testing is recommend-
ed. Cervical cytology screening should be initiated approximately 
three years after the start of sexual intercourse in adolescence or 
no later than age 21. Routine cervical cytology screening should be 
continued annually.  

the va-JaY-JaY

dr. Ji-hYoN sUh md, phd



WaNNa 
NecK?

Dr. steve song
Kangnam CK Clinic
Chiropractic & Medical services

As we all get older and find ourselves trapped in front of 
a computer more and more, what can we do to make sure 
we save our back and neck?

Firstly, a preventative lifestyle must be emphasized. People suffer from 
neuromusculoskeletal problems because we are able to stand erect and 
walk. so because of this evolutionary accomplishment, the spine and 
surrounding soft tissue work against gravity all the time. our bodies go 
through wear and tear as we age and because of this, our discs and joints 
become worn out as years pass.

A big part of the world we live in is technology. Most of time people 
drive around, use elevators or escalators. Then there is the worst thing 
ever happen to our backs: computers and the internet. People spend 
more than eight hours a day on the computer and have little to no time 
for exercise. The high-tech lifestyles we all lead give us some good ben-
efits, but also take from us health-wise. Therefore, we must think about 
spinal problems and try to prevent them.

spinal problems we run into as we age include: herniated discs, strains/
sprains, malalignment syndrome, vDT syndrome, spinal stenosis and 
more.

bad posture from sitting at computers puts pressure (compressional 
force) on the spine and surrounding soft tissue. bad posture causes our 
muscle to tighten. Repetitive and long periods of working (bad posture) 
put more stress on the discs and joints and people start to feel tightness 
and muscle spasms in their necks, shoulders, lower backs and buttocks. 
Then the pain gets worse and people feel numbness and/or tingling.

To prevent spinal problems, keep a proper posture. Remind and reedu-
cate your body to have your tummy tucked in and ear, shoulder, hip and 
knee in a slightly forward portion of your ankles to be aligned on the 
same plane. This is the most neutral position and it helps your spine by 
causing less stress. When sitting, keep your tummy in, ear, shoulder and 
hip are supposed to be on same line of plane. Your computer monitor 
should be level with your eyes. These postures make the spine function 
optimally and move freely.

Having a forward head posture, slouched back posture or pushing your 
tummy forward creates an abnormal spinal curve (misalinged) and puts 
too much pressure on the discs and joints along the spine.

After 20 minutes in any position, muscles and joints get tight and stiff. 
To avoid this, you need to move or stretch every 30 minutes or every one 
hour. so please do stretching exercises.

Typical back problems are neck strain, lower back strain, mechanical 
back pain, shoulder pain (Rotator cuff syndrome), herniated disc prob-
lems, degenerative joint disease, etc.

To treat these spinal problems, CK clinic provides chiropractic adjust-
ments, myofascial release technique (MRT), iMs (intra muscular stimula-
tion) and special postural rehab treatment. CK practices medical, chi-
ropractic and other proven alternative medicines. CK clinic specializes 
in pain and postural treatment. A pain treatment program consists of 
chiropracitc adjustment, iMs, special postural rehab treatment. A postural 
treatment program consists of chiropractic adjustment, MRT and special 
postural rehab treatment. Chiropractic adjustments are 50,000 won, MRT 
or iMs is 30,000 won and special postural rehab treatment is 20,000 won. 
each pain or postural program costs 100,000 won, but offers a special 20 
percent discounts for expats, and if you pay in advance it is 700,000 won 
for 10 visits.

People don’t take the spine as seriously as cancer, diabetes or strokes.
Maybe because people who suffer from spinal problems appear to be 

normal, but you can’t imagine the pain they have to face. it brings every-
thing down on you.

You may want to look at your posture today.
Don’t take your spine for granted, you need to take good care of it.
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NovA sKiN & HAiR CliNiC
Dr. in-joon lee MD, PhD., 

since most of our readers are adults, what advice can you give about adult acne?
While it may seem that nothing will clear a case of adult acne, the fact is that treatment can be effective. often combination therapy 

(the use of two or more treatments), a dermatologist’s help, and a bit of patience are required. 

The following are treatments that can be effective for adult acne. 

topical therapY 
Topical treatment for acne includes creams, lotions, gels and solutions. A topical medication that combines benzoyl peroxide and a 

topical antimicrobial such as clindamycin or erythromycin can be effective for adults with mild to moderate acne. Combining topical clin-
damycin with a retinoid also can be effective. These products require a prescription. An over-the-counter product that contains sodium 
sulfacetamide and sulfur helps some adults. 

A topical retinoid is often used to treat the small bumps under the skin and blackheads. some are available over-the-counter. The more 
effective ones require a prescription. Retinoids are the only medication believed effective for battling the microcomedone — the lesion 
that precedes acne. 

While some patients shy away from using a topical retinoid because of the product’s reputation for irritating the skin, newer formula-
tions are available that cause significantly less irritation. When using a retinoid, dermatologists recommend that patients apply sunscreen 
daily before going outdoors. A topical retinoid increases the risk of sunburn. An added benefit of using a topical retinoid is the product’s 
ability to reduce fine lines and wrinkles. 

Acne-fighting cosmetics. Over-the-counter acne treatment for women is one of the fastest growing areas of skin care product develop-
ment. Tried-and-true acne-fighting ingredients such as salicylic acid are finding their way into facial moisturizers and foundations. While the 
active ingredients are the same as those available in products tailored for teens, the products formulated for women are less drying. Many 
of these products include anti-aging ingredients. 

While this may sound very promising, the active ingredients approved for over-the-counter products may not effectively control adult acne. 

oral medicatioNs 
As adult acne often involves hormonal swings, an oral medication may be necessary to minimize these fluc-

tuations and control the acne. Medications that can minimize hormonal fluctuations in women include some 
oral contraceptive pills, spironolactone, and hormone replacement therapy. These therapies are not ap-
propriate for every woman and should never be taken during pregnancy. Hormone replacement therapy 
is typically reserved for treating women when acne develops around or after menopause. This therapy is 
more likely to be prescribed when the acne is accompanied by mood swings, insomnia, anxiety, thinning 
hair and decreased verbal skills. 

An oral antibiotic also may be part of an adult’s acne treatment plan and can be used to help get 
the acne under control. Recent studies show that taking an oral antibiotic and using a topical retinoid 
for a few months and then stopping the antibiotic can be effective. The topical retinoid alone often can 
maintain the results over time. 

if acne is severe or very resistant to treatment, oral isotretinoin may be prescribed. in some cases, in-
termittent therapy with isotretinoin can help adults maintain clear skin. Patients in their 50s and 60s who 
develop sporadic acne have been successfully treated with low-dose oral isotretinoin. 

When oral medications are prescribed for acne, it is important that the patient consult a specialist trained 
in acne therapy, such as a dermatologist. 

phYsical procedUres 
To treat the occasional persistent nodule or cyst, a dermatologist may inject a corti-

costeroid into the lesion. This treatment quickly reduces pain and swelling as well as 
lessens the potential for scarring. 

While chemical peels and other physical treatments available in spa-like settings 
claim to effectively treat acne, their role in treating adult acne has not been deter-
mined. 

Proper skin Care essential 
When it comes to skin care for their patients with acne, dermatologists gener-

ally recommend gently washing the face with a mild facial cleanser. Avoid vigorous 
scrubbing, as it can irritate the skin and make acne worse. Daily sun protection is 
essential because some acne medications increase the skin’s sensitivity to sunlight. 
it is equally important to use only skin and hair care products labeled “non-come-
dogenic” or “non-acnegenic.” Above all, do not pick, squeeze or pop the lesions. 
This tends to make acne worse and cause scarring. 

should i get treatment for my acne scars? 
This is a personal decision that only you can make. some people feel that acne 

scars diminish their quality of life. others can see the same type of scarring as 
not so bad. 

Dermatologists generally recommend making an appointment to talk about 
treatment if you experience any of the following:

You frequently wish that you could just get rid of your acne scars• 

You feel that the scars limit your opportunities to date, to get • 
a job or a promotion or to do well at school
You feel more depressed or less self-confident than before you • 
had acne and acne scarring
You get together with people less often because you feel self-• 
conscious about the scars

in deciding whether to treat acne scars, it is important to know a 
few facts about scar treatment. Probably the most important fact is 
that medical insurance generally does not cover treatment for acne 
scarring. You will have to pay for the treatment. You also should know 
that scar treatment may require several treatment sessions and some 
downtime. Having realistic expectations about the results also is im-
portant. While treatment can improve the appearance of your skin, 
restoring it to the way it looked before you had acne scarring may not 
be possible. A dermatologist can tell you what you can expect. 

What do dermatologists say is the best treatment for 
acne scars? 

one single best treatment for acne scars does not exist. Acne scars 
come in different shapes and sizes. They develop on different parts of 
the body. some scars are deep; others are shallow. 

To treat these different scars, many treatments are available. For 
people with mild acne scarring, there are several options, including 
chemical peels, and laser skin resurfacing. Many dermatologists use 
laser skin resurfacing to improve the texture of the skin after scar re-
moval surgery. A dermatologist can tell you which treatment or com-
bination of treatments will be most effective for you. 

What steps should a person take to protect their skin 
in winter?

The low humidity common in many parts of Korea during winter 
can cause dry, irritated skin. When skin becomes dry and irritated, ec-
zema can flare. Here are some tips to help skin feel more comfortable 
during winter or anytime the air is dry:

1. Use a humidifier. 
With the heat on and the windows closed, the air inside can become 

very dry in the winter, making the dryness and itching of eczema even 
worse. Use a humidifier to place moisture in the air. If you don’t want 
to invest in an expensive humidifying system, smaller, relatively inex-
pensive humidifiers can be obtained at a local electronics store. Placing 
two or three of these around your home will help to humidify the dry 
air. This can keep skin from drying and becoming cracked and itchy. 

2. switch to an oil-based moisturizer and moisturize 
frequently.

 The more oil a moisturizer contains, the more effectively it pro-
tects against moisture loss. Moisturizers that come in ointment form 
contain the most oil because an ointment, by definition, consists of 
80 percent oil and 20 percent water. This water-in-oil emulsion forms 
a protective layer on the skin and makes it more “moisturizing” than 
creams and lotions. Ointments are especially beneficial when humidity 
is low. ointments should not be used on areas of the body that tend 
to get hot and sweaty. 

3. before going outside in Winter:
Apply a heavy layer of moisturizing broad-spectrum sunscreen • 
with an sPF of 30 or higher to the face, hands and any other 
skin that may be exposed. This will act as a barrier to help 
protect against the harsh elements and is especially impor-
tant if you will be outside for any length of time. sunscreen is 
important in winter as the sun’s reflective powers are great 
year round - 17 percent on the sand and 80 percent on the 
snow. Today, several products are available that combine oily, 
moisturizing cream with sunscreen. if you are unsure of which 
product to use, ask a dermatologist. 
Grab those gloves. Protecting hands from the cold air and low • 
humidity plays an important role in preventing flare-ups. Make 
sure the gloves are made from material that does not irritate 
your skin. Some patients find that wearing a cotton mitten 
next to the skin and a woolen mitten over the cotton one, 
keeps hands warm and dry. 

4. dress in layers. the most common triggers of the 
scratch/itch cycle are sweating and overheating. 

Wearing layers allows you to remove clothing as needed to prevent 
overheating. Be sure to wear loose-fitting cotton fabrics next to your 
skin.

5. shed wet clothes and shoes immediately. 
These can irritate the skin and cause a flare-up.
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email your questions to: international@hush-hu.com

Hushu (Who’s Who) clinic in Apgujeong offers luxury, 
state-of-the-art care, combining the services of a dental, 
eye and skin clinic. The dental clinic has two dental sur-
geons who are fluent english speakers. With services rang-
ing from general dentistry for both children and adults to 
more complex treatments such as whitening, implants and 
veneers, both doctors offer a comprehensive service. 

The skin clinic also offers a range of treatments including 
anti-aging, acne and cosmetic dermatology. 

Dr. Who’s 
q&A

For more information, call the english phone line at  
1588-7464 or go to www.hus-hu.com for more details.       

Medical     Multiplex

Central Seoul-based, well-established, comprehensive, 
affordable and designed for expatriates and travelers.

 The Hus’hu health clinic offers a wide range  
of services together with high-end medical services.

The Hus’hu (Who’s Who) Clinic:  
New Standard of Selecting Dental, Eye, and Dermatology Clinic

Seung-woo Kim, DMD
• US Board Certified 
Dentist
• Univ. of Pennsylvania   
Dental School  
Graduate
• Prosthdontics (CE),  
Columbia Univ.  
Dental School

Hyung-gu Im, DDS
• Seoul National Univ. 
College of Dentistry 
Graduate
• Prosthodontics (CE), 
Columbia Univ.  
Dental School

Dental clinic      INVISALIGN 
     IMPLANT 
     LAMINATE VENEER 
     ALL CERAMIC CROWN
     TOOTH WHITENING 
     TMJ
     GENERAL DENTISTRY   

Kwang- ho Han, M.D., Ph.D
• M.D., College of  
Medicine, Seoul  
National Univ.
• Ph.D in Dermatology, 
Seoul National Univ. 
College of Medicine
• International Fellow  
of American Academy  
of Dermatology

Skin clinic

THERMAGE     INJECTION LIPOLYSIS (PPC)  
BOTOX     WRINKLES     LUMENIS ONE      
AFFIRM     MEDICAL SKIN CARE      ACNE

               Dental Clinic,                        (Gyeonggi)
Service: IMPlANt/lAMINAtE VENEEr/tooth WhItENING/ 

     tMJ/GENErAl DENtIStry/ All CErAMIC CroWN

Getting There: Exit 3, line Bundang, Sunae Stn.,   
    2nd Fl., humax Village

For Appointments 1588-7464 (English)  
www. hus-hu.com

Bundang

Dear Dr. Han, 
I was told by my friends that I look older than my 

age and look very stubborn. I think it is because of 
the frown lines between my eyebrows. Comparing 
my face in the mirror with pictures taken some 
years ago, I notice that the lines are getting 
deeper and deeper. I asked one of my friends who 
underwent a BOTOX injection months ago if the 
same procedure could help me, but she said my 
frown lines are too deep to be treated by BOTOX. 
Is there any possible way to help me?  – Isabelle

Dear isabelle, 
As we age, our skin changes. over time, the natural 

volume of youthful skin begins to diminish as wrinkles 
and folds form. Frown lines can be created on those 
who frown frequently. in most cases, it can be treated 
with tiny little shots of BoToX, but if they are already 
deeply formed, not many people can observe a 
satisfactory result only with BoToX. 
We recommend a combination of dermal filler and 

BoToX injections for deep frown lines. since the 
dermal filler is injectable, it will fill in the lines, making 
your skin even. After having dermal filler injections, the 
rest can be fixed with BoToX so that the treatment 
result of the dermal filler can last longer. 
The process is simple and involves topical anesthesia 

for the injections. Among various filler products, we use 
retylane or Juvederm, which are clear gels containing 
hyaluronic acid. it naturally occurs in humans, so there is 
little chance for an allergic reaction. it’s biodegradable, 
so it will melt away in your body within about six 
months of the injection. Treatment with dermal fillers 
and BoToX are so simple and convenient, they can 
be performed during your lunch hour. You will see the 
results right away – and these results may last up to a 
year or more for many patients. – Dr. Han

Dr. Hyung-gu Im

HusHu CliNiC

What causes acne? do we really need to treat it?
Acne can come and go in line with a person’s body condi-

tion. Insufficient sleep, too much alcohol consumption, menstrual 
cycle and stress are the most frequent causes of acne. There-
fore, the best way to avoid it is to maintain your body’s health 
by getting enough rest and good nutrition. Timely and suitable 
treatment is recommended for acne. The acne itself will eventu-
ally disappear without treatment, but possibilities of having acne 
pigmentation or acne scars that last forever do increase. 

then what is the typical acne treatment at a der-
matology clinic?

Treatment includes antibiotics to get rid of acne bacteria, 
sebum controlling medicine and retinoid. since medicine should 
be taken for a relatively long time for better results, it is rec-
ommended to take the prescribed medicine for an average of 
two to three months. Although there are not many side effects, 
female patients should avoid sebum controlling medicine if they 
are planning to have a baby, because those medicines can cause 
child deformity. 

Medical skincare is another option for acne. This procedure 
removes comedon and inflammatory papules using a laser and 
a shot, while getting rid of dead skin cells to prevent comedon 
creation. 

For patients who want a more fundamental treatment, it is 
recommended to destroy the sebaceous glands using PDT or 
PPX radiation. Advantages of this treatment are dramatic results 
in a short time and long lasting effects. 

What if we already have acne scars? can they be 
removed with dermatology treatments? 

it is not easy to remove 100 percent of acne scars once they 
are created and that is why it is highly recommended to treat 
acne in time. However, there are ways to get rid of them at 
dermatology clinics. What we usually recommend is undergoing 
a kind of laser treatment. We use Affirm Multiplex laser equip-
ment, which makes tiny little invisible holes on the skin’s surface 
and penetrates laser energy deep into skin. it will stimulate the 
healing function of one’s skin so that scars can be filled with 
newly growing flesh. Patients can experience satisfactory re-
sults after undergoing 3-5 sessions of treatments on average. if 
it goes with a medical skincare program, results will be better 
and quicker. 

other than acne treatments, what treatments 
will make my appearance look better or younger? 

if you are looking for swift and cost-effective treatments for 
improving your appearance, a boToX injection would be one 
of the treatments that you have been looking for. boToX is a 
product name manufactured by Allergan, Inc. It is a purified pro-
tein produced by the botulinum bacterium, which reduces the 
activities of the muscles that causes wrinkles to form over time. 
it is a simple, nonsurgical, physician-administered treatment that 
can temporarily smooth moderate to severe lines. 

What is the process and safety? 
one 10-minute treatment with a few tiny injections and that 

is it. Within days, there will be a noticeable improvement and it 
will last from six month to 1 year. if one’s lines are too deep to 
be treated only with BOTOX, a dermal filler can be used for a 
better result. A dermal filler will fill in paved lines first and the 
BOTOX injection will fix it. It is the only treatment of its type 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
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    Christmas in
Phnom  
Penh

 Phnom Penh, like many other cities throughout Asia, is a schizo-
phrenic hotpot of nationalities, religions and motivations. A compli-
cated and sometimes turbulent history, however, has left Cambodia 
a place more chequered than most. An ancient relationship with 
india lingers in the form of Hindu shrines and a pervasive and aro-
matic cuisine. 

 French colonialism left a legacy of romantic architecture and 
street vendors selling freshly baked baguettes. set right in the heart 
of southeast Asia, Cambodia has accepted further culinary and cul-
tural influences from its neighbours Thailand, Vietnam and Laos. 

 And in the 1960s, the vietnam War brought both vietcong and 
American troops into Cambodian territory. 

 The biggest influence on Cambodia’s character, however, was 
the reign of the Khmer Rouge from 1975 to 1979. A communist 
group led by Pol Pot, the Khmer Rouge emerged from a climate of 
violence and confusion that characterised the end of the vietnam 
War. Determined to reinvent Cambodia as an agrarian coopera-
tive, the Khmer Rouge evacuated the cities, exterminated culture, 
and executed anybody with an education. Temples and shrines were 
destroyed, the railway system pulled apart, and at least 1 million 
people killed in a genocide that has been compared to that per-
petrated by the Nazis. by the end of Pol Pot’s three year rule – vietnamese 
troops forced the Khmer Rouge to surrender in January 1979 – Cambodia 
was a country gutted. An enormous proportion of its ancient culture had 
been lost, along with a significant percentage of the population (particularly 
those who were educated, such as doctors and teachers). Phnom Penh had 
been completely emptied save for officials of the Khmer Rouge and inmates 
of the infamous s-21 prison, where thousands of people were interrogated, 
tortured and killed. 

 Not 40 years ago a city that is now teeming with street vendors and 
school children stood hollow and quiet, a ghost town, a slate wiped clean. 

  Three decades on, Phnom Penh – and the rest of the country along with 
it – has been rebuilt. And while customs and religions of the past have been 
retained, the city has had to somewhat reinvent itself in order to rise from 
the ashes of the Khmer Rouge. in the wake of civil war, starvation and pov-
erty were rife, resulting in an influx of NGOs from both the West and other 
parts of Asia. As the country got back on its feet business opportunities in 
the broken but now busy city grew. A rise in expats – whether tourists, busi-
nesspeople or NGo employees – meant a rise in services to cater for them. 
Phnom Penh suddenly became a home away from home – brimming with 
Western style restaurants and supermarkets, international schools and medi-
cal services, beauty salons and massage parlors. The presence of the wealthy 
Westerner also encouraged the development of more unpleasant money-

making schemes, such as sex tourism, the abuse of children, and numerous 
scams targeted exclusively at foreigners. 

  since its decimation by the Khmer Rouge and subsequent reconstruction 
by hundreds of varying influences, Cambodia has evolved into a place that is 
a million different – and often contradictory – things at once. Phnom Penh 
pulls you in a thousand directions, leaving you feeling like you’re standing in 
the middle of the road, in the roasting sun, with a hundred tuk-tuks, motor-
scooters and imitation land Cruisers speeding past you. And in Cambodia’s 
capital, this is a lot of the time quite literally where you find yourself. Life 
here is hot and chaotic, a constant rollercoaster ride between extremes of 
comfort and emotion. Restaurants by the waterfront offer sunsets and $2 
cocktails, while school-age children push you to buy bracelets and disfigured 
landmine victims hold out beseechingly empty palms. Members of the Cam-
bodian elite crawl through the streets in monstrous suvs, while beggars sit 
by on the pavement with small sets of plastic scales, charging you to test your 
weight. The s-21 prison museum pays tribute to those tortured within its 
walls, displaying row upon row of photographs of the victims of the Khmer 
Rouge. Down the road in a park someone plays Korean pop music on a boom 
box and leads a choreographed dance to The Wondergirls. And at the foot 
of the city’s most revered temple, Wat Phnom, all too tame macaques dangle 
from powerlines and steal baguettes out of people’s hands. The population is 
a mix of local Khmers, expat retirees, businesspeople, english teachers and 
NGo workers. everyday life is a mix of high temperatures, rich and peculiar 
smells, and risky road crossings.

  ‘You were teaching in Korea? Why did you come here?’
  sitting in the quiet, air-conditioned foyer of one of Phnom Penh’s numer-

ous english institutes waiting for a job interview i meet a fellow candidate. 
Though his grammar is perfect his accent betrays him as a non-native speaker. 
He is Dutch, and dressed in a suit and tie he looks hot and weary. His ques-
tion is one i’m getting used to. Why, as a native english speaker, would you 
want to teach in Cambodia when you can get a job with twice the hours and 
three times the pay in Korea? Why forgo kimchi and snow in the New Year 
for fish curry and tacky plastic Christmas trees?

  i’m still not entirely certain what the answer is. but i think it has something 
to do with the fact that, in Cambodia, you can sit on the back of a motorbike 
to get to work. it’s because of the heat, the barbers who set up shop on the 
sidewalk, and the claustrophobic markets where fish flop around half-dead on 
the cement. And it’s the chance that, walking along the riverfront in the fading 
sun of a saturday afternoon, you might run into an elephant, lumbering along 
at its own pace, forcing a traffic jam of Lexus’ to grind to a halt behind it. 

   Happy New Year. 

bY carlY nugent

in the past, my New Years 
have been characterised 
by vague resolutions de-
signed for ease of fulfil-

ment. replacing cereal with 
toast at breakfast time. sing-
ing in the shower. Watching 
more david lynch films. 2010, 
however, finds me in the midst 
of a resolution considerably 
more life altering (though no 
less incongruous than ‘mul-
holland drive’). somewhere 
between finishing a contract 
in Korea and wandering the 
streets of melbourne for six 
months, i decided to move to 

cambodia. and so it is 
that i find myself, at 
the dawn of the New 
Year, in a city deco-
rated with a mix of 
monkeys and christ-

mas trees – still not 
entirely certain of how i 

got here, or where exactly 
‘here’ is. 

restaurants by the 
waterfront offer 
sunsets and $2  
cocktails, while 

school-age children 
push you to buy 

bracelets and disfig-
ured landmine  

victims hold out  
beseechingly  
empty palms. 



“The gentle scented breeze under a million stars, 
dinner over a hurricane lamp, the glow of fireflies 
and the background sonata of crickets, frogs and 
nocturnal birds. 

Watch the first rays of the sun filtering through 
the mist over the canopy and listen to the forest 
coming alive.”

Many Korean fairy tales revolve around the ti-
ger. The great ruler of wildlife represents royalty, 
fearlessness and wrath. one of the Chinese zodiac 
signs, the tiger was named the 3rd animal in the cy-
cle. And we are greeting the new year of the tiger.

but sadly, the tiger is endangered due to the 
destruction of its natural habitat, in addition to 
poaching. 

The wildlife in india is like no other on the planet 
and 60 percent of the world’s tigers are located 
here. 

Periyar National Park is one of the most famous 
tiger reserves in india and a great opportunity to 
witness exciting and thrilling wildlife is waiting 
here for tourists from all over the world.

This beautiful green park is located in Kerala, 
known as ‘Gods own country.’ Kerala boasts eco-
tourism initiatives and the unique culture and tra-
ditions of india. it was named as one of the world’s 
“10 paradises” and “50 places of a lifetime” by Na-
tional Geographic Traveler magazine.

Periyar, in the south indian state of Kerala, is set 
high in the mountains of the Western Ghats at the 
border to Tamil Nadu. There are 27 tiger reserves 
in india and Periyar National Park is regarded as 
the most attractive. A large number of mammals 
and birds live in this area so tourists who visit the 
park will experience a new and mysterious world.

The Periyar Tiger Trail is a program loved by 
many visitors and organized by a team of former 
poachers who turned to protecting the forests. 
Trips range from one to three days. each team 
consists of a maximum of five visitors, five guides 
and two forest officials. Normally 20 km to 35 
km of trekking will be covered, depending on the 
route chosen. The costs of the tours are Rs.3,000 
for two days/one night and Rs.5,000 for three 
days/two nights. Accommodations during the trek 
are eco-lodges made of bamboo. visitors should be 

willing to sacrifice some of the luxuries and com-
forts of a hotel if they want the real impression 
of nature.

other unique programs for enjoyment include 
nature walks, bamboo rafting and jungle patrol.

Wild animals spend most of the time around the 
lake in the park from March to April, as this time of 
year is india’s dry season. Thus, it will be a great op-
portunity to meet the tigers near the lake because 
tigers enjoy going into water.

if you need more information or want to make a 
reservation, please visit the official website of Peri-
yar Tiger Reserve. (www.periyartigerreserve.org)

say goodbye for a while to the world you live in. 
There is a brand new world for you in the exciting 
and thrilling world that is india. 
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a message from india:

tiger trails
in Kerala

bY ben min

the seoul sisters closed out their 2009 campaign with a 
trip to hong Kong to take on the two sides that visited 
seoul earlier this year, causeway bay rfc in may and 
hong Kong city rfc in august. 

unlike the previous two matches, which featured full teams at 15 players per side, these 
matches were rugby sevens which is a faster, more technical game as each team only fields 
seven players. The Sisters had trained specifically for sevens for a number of weeks before 
the tour so they were well prepared heading into the matches. And in their first match 
against Causeway bay, their training paid off as the seoul sisters were largely able to control 
the match and keep Causeway Bay on their half of the field. In the end, the Sisters prevailed 
and finally settled matters from their first match against Causeway Bay in May which ended 
in a draw.

but attrition took its course on the seoul sisters in the second match. Despite drawing 
first blood on Natalie Halleman’s try in the first half, playing back-to-back games proved a 
little too much in the second match against Hong Kong City as the sisters found themselves 
back on their heels a bit, especially in the second half when Hong Kong City was able to 
field a fresh side. The hosts were able to take the lead in the second half and held on for the 
victory, avenging their defeat in August. 

Despite splitting the games, the seoul sisters held their heads high that day as they played 
extremely well considering the fact that a number of new players made their debuts in the 
series.

The seoul sisters are done for this year and will begin training again for the 2010 cam-
paign in March. visit www.ssrfc.com for more information about the club and training.
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The swim is usually an event worth participat-
ing in. The mad race into the water is signaled by a 
blast of fireworks shot into a beautiful winter sky. 
The brave run down the beach and into the waves, 
which is as far as many get, but for the truly com-
mitted there is a 40-meter swim out to a buoy line 
manned by lifeguards in wetsuits. on the beach, 
friends, organizers and media cheer swimmers on. 
Getting out of the water everyone feels alive, skin 
tingling and smiling and no participant ever regrets 
making the brave choice.

For those of you who’ve been to Haeundae in 
the summer, the winter beach is a different beast. 
Get there early and the beach will be empty, clean 
and tourist free. For those who remember a sum-

mer sky that was hazy and gray, the winter sky is 
often an almost tropical blue and the water is clean 
and clear. 

last year, those who arrived early watched a few 
surfers play in some gentle waves before the event 
on a picturesque beach. by the time the swim got 
underway, the air felt about 15 C in the sunshine 
(59 F for those who haven’t yet learned how the 
world tells temperature) and the water while cold, 
wasn’t like plunging through a hole cut in the ice 
into any northern lake. 

While anyone is free to go and swim on their 
own at the beach, it’s best to register. Registration 
gets you a t-shirt – last year’s was a cool gray with 
Korean writing announcing the event. Clothing with 

hanguel is surprisingly hard to find for those who 
want a good souvenir and the Polar bear t-shirt 
makes a great piece of Korean memorabilia. Regis-
tration also gets you a full sized towel, a beach cap 
and last year’s event had hot noodles and a discount 
coupon or pass to a sauna near the beach.

Registration is 20,000 won and must be done 
between Jan. 13 and 22 at http://bear.busan.com 
(despite there being an english language option at 
the top of the page, as of writing this article clicking 
on it doesn’t work). only 1,200 people can register 
and it’s first come, first served. Having swum once 
unregistered and once registered, i recommend 
registering, for the 20,000 won the feeling of being 
part of the group, a dry towel and a new t-shirt is 
worth it. Foreigners can register using their alien 
registration number.

Currently, the event is scheduled for Jan. 31, but 
check busan il bo or Dynamic busan for infor-
mation about date updates. last year’s event was 
moved around several times presumably to pick a 
day (usually a sunday) with the best weather.

call 051-461-4297  
for more information.

bUsaN  
polar bear sWim

bY adam gunn

this January, for the 23rd time, more 
than 1,000 people will run down hae-
undae beach and plunge into the cold 
waters of the Korean sea for the annual 

busan polar bear swim. 

23rd aNNUal
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There isn’t a better time to get into the groove 
of ice skating with the Winter olympics starting 
in February. interest in skating has increased with 
the success of Kim Yu-na, the Korean figure skat-
ing phenomenon who captured her first World 
Championship last year and is a favorite for the 
Gold Medal at this year’s olympics.

Although most of the ice rinks in busan tend to 
be a little small compared to traditional ice rinks, 
these rinks are attracting talented teachers. This 
includes four-time olympic gold medalist Chun 
lee-Kyung who is teaching the skating skills that 
made her the “Queen of short-track skating” to 
young skaters at shinsegae ice Rink in Haeundae.

Hockey enthusiasts would be glad to know 
that there are hockey practices and games avail-
able to them at busan bukgu Culture and ice 
Centre where the local hockey team, the busan 
bellyachers, host regular sunday night games and 
Wednesday practices. Anyone interested should 
send team captain scott sanders an e-mail at ss_
rodya@hotmail.com.

For those who just want to have some fun on 
the ice, free skating at these rinks can provide a 
fun time and an eclectic sight. one afternoon at 
Dongrae ice Rink saw the ice being shared by Ko-
rean girls training to be the next Kim Yu-na, older 
gentlemen getting some exercise by skating laps, 
and teenagers goofing around, taking silly pictures 

of each other on their cellphones.
so without further ado, here is a guide to the 

ice rinks in busan.

bUsaN bUKgU cUltUre 
aNd ice ceNter

This mammoth rink is located in Buk-gu in the 
northwest part of the city. it hosts regular hockey 
times and is the only large rink in the city.

how to get there: Take the subway to 
Deokchen station (No. 233) on the Green or 
brown line. Take exit 10 out of the station and 
go straight. Make the first right after passing the 
Gupo Cultural Center at a Paroma furniture 
store. A five-minute walk up the road will take you 
to the center. The rink is on the first floor.

hours: open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. every day 
except Monday, when it is closed. 

Fee: For three hours of ice time, the admission 
is W6,000 for adults and W5,000 for children.

doNgrae ice riNK
located in Dognae-gu, this mid-sized rink is the 

nearest available to the PNu area.
how to get there: Take the subway to 

Dongnae station (No. 125) on the Red line. Take 
exit 1 or 2 and take the crosswalk over to the right 
side of the street. From there, cross the street and 
walk five minutes to the first bus stop across the 
street from Mega Mart. Take bus 100-1 and get off 

at Drache Apartments. it’s a 15-minute bus ride. 
Turn around and walk one minute to a building 
with a large samsung sign that’s next to the sK 
Telecom building and across the street from a Kb 
Bank. The rink is on the sixth floor.

hours: open from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
fee: W5,000 won for admission and W7,000 

won for admission including skate rental. it’s 
W6,000 for children.

KUKdoNg ice riNK  
(극동스케이트)

This mid-sized rink is located in suyeong-gu and 
is the closest rink for people living around Gwangali 
Beach.

how to get there: Take the Green line to 
Gemnyeonsan station (No. 210). Get off at exit 
5 and walk one-and-a-half blocks straight. Make a 
left at the McDonalds. Walk a minute and make a 
right at the 7-11. The rink is a minute away and is 
on the third floor.

hours: open everyday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
fee: W4,500 for the day. skate rental is avail-

able for W2,500. After this open time, the ice is 
available for rent for ice hockey and figure skat-
ing.

shiNsegae ice riNK
The newest skating rink in Busan is conveniently 

located in the mammoth shinsegae Mall in Haeun-
dae-gu.

how to get there: Take the Green line to 
Centum City (No. 206). Take exit 10 to shinsegae 
Mall. The ice center is on the fourth floor.

Hours: open from 10:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. every 
day.

fee: Adults - W7,000 for two hours. skate 
rental is available for W3,000. For field rental, 
W200,000 per hour. A special group discount is 
available of W2,000 for groups of over 20 people.

get NaKed iN 
the NeW Year

bY roY earlY

some people started treating themselves right 
shortly after arriving in Korea. most people 
have yet to begin their pampering, and for 
those people, the New Year is a great time to 

start enjoying Korea’s saunas with their special blend 
of soaking, washing and sleeping.

One of the best spa experiences in Korea finds its home in Busan. Con-
nected to the pricey Hotel Nongshim, Hushimchung spa advertises itself 
as the biggest spa in Asia. At 1,300 pyeong (nearly 4,300m2 or just over an 
acre) it can hold up to 3,000 naked men, women and children all at the same 
time. Yes, that sounds huge and crowded, but it only sounds that way.

each men and women’s section holds about 20 different baths. in addi-
tion to the traditional hot warm, and cold pools, bathers find four or five 
baths filled with different herbal and fruit remedies. The selection changes 
with the season, but expect spas to offer green jasmine or cherry red hot 
tubs, plus other combinations of plants that offer customers their healing 
properties while soaking in fresh, hot spring water. The water comes fresh 
from hot springs hundreds of meters below ground, as is typical of all saunas 
in Korea, and much of the water is actually cooled from its underground 
temperature. 

Hushimchung spa goers also use dry and steam saunas, and this spa has at 
least six of this variety. something wonderful about this place is the outdoor 
hot pools. A bubbling jasmine green hot pool fed from a natural hot spring 
does wonders for a body, especially on a cold and starry night. That is an-
other thing that sets this spa apart from others: the area began a traditional 
hot spring where hot water seeped from the ground. 

When your time in the bath is finished, their jimjilbang more than meets 
expectations for being the largest in Asia. They offer a restaurant, a snack bar, 
10 or so different themed resting rooms, and wading pools where fish eat 
the dead skin off your feet. The amenities are too numerous to mention. The 
greatest sight of all has to be the grand resting room. it is nice to see families 
sprawled out sleeping together and having picnics indoors.

Hushimchung spa may be the largest in Asia, but as long as you stay clear 
on saturdays and sundays from noon until 7:00 pm, the place is not all that 
crowded. Most of the time it is not that busy, anyway. Whether visiting or 
living in busan, Hushimchung is one place to visit and enjoy being naked. best 
times are weekday nights or mornings.

For those of you who are worried about hygiene, the water is continually 
changed and the bathing suits that we are accustomed to in swimming pools 
and hot tubs back home offers no hygienic barrier other then a psychologi-
cal one. The water in the saunas here is changed much more frequently then 
back home and the rigorous cleaning and scrubbing before entering the 
pools means the standard of water cleanliness is high.

How To Get There: Busan line one (orange). exit the subway at onchen-
jeong (“hot spring” in Korean), stop 127. use the footbridge to walk through the 
Homeplus/CGV complex. Get in a taxi and say ‘hotel Nongshim.’ every driver 
knows the name. The ride costs about the minimum fare and takes three minutes 
(walking is about five minutes). The spa will cost you 8,000 won and is open from 
5:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m. everyday. Be sure and check their website at www.hotel-
nongshim.com for pictures that do it some justice and english information on the 
different hot tubs and herbal relaxation techniques. 

a gUide to ice sKatiNg  
& ice-riNKs iN bUsaN

bY andrew chin

With its many beaches, busan has carved out a justifiable repu-
tation as being Korea’s summer playground. however, this 
doesn’t mean that the fun stops in January. With its moder-
ate winter temperature, the city isn’t the most obvious place 

to have many ice skating venues. however, as busan skating Union vice-
president and general manager of Kukdong ice rink shin dan-kyu explains, 
“compared to other cities, there are many ice rinks here.”
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u.s. national ski patrollers are willing to help all Korean ski patrollers in vari-
ous resorts. Active ski patrollers ought to be everywhere and in such numbers 
that they are able to serve all resorts in Korea. Korean mountains are very 
safe for skiing and snowboarding and should remain that way. World-class ski 
resorts run their services from December until March. 

What is a sKi patroller?
A ski patroller is best summed up by patroller/instructor Jim sutherland’s 

two statements: “Never too lazy to get out of a warm bed at 4 a.m., shifting into 
the cold air, up to be on duty helping those in need. Patrollers love sport and 
have a sincere desire to help others enjoy skiing and snowboarding, and ensure 
that they are doing it safely.”

“if you are injured on a hill, ski patrollers are there to immediately render aid 
and help you off the mountain into the arms of more advanced medical care.”

Patrollers enjoy the camaraderie of being with others who share common 
interests. 

Jim and his wife Kathleen took time out this past summer to teach new and 
experienced Patrollers “outdoor emergency Care” and conduct enhancement 
seminars focusing on upper extremity injuries, including the chest, abdomen 
and genitals. 

They also taught how to deal with lower extremity injuries to feet, ankles 
and lower legs, knees and femoral shaft fractures.

lots of hands-on practice is needed because in emergency situations, there is 
no time for delays of judgment. The outdoor emergency Care Medical Training 
is comparable to the u.s. emergency Medical Technician basic level.

It is vital for patrollers to keep physically and mentally fit at all times. A true 
patroller is always looking out for new recruits willing to provide a helping 
hand. Roy Mellon, u.s. ski Patrol director said, “i have had the privilege of be-
ing associated with the U.S. Ski Patrol Asia for five years now. I have enjoyed 
every moment from the very beginning in the classroom and on the hills each 
winter season.” 

Mellon is always available to coordinate with the Korean ski Patrollers in  
various ski resorts like Daemyung vivaldi Park and the YongPyeong Resort.

To be able to work hand in hand with the Koreans, helping to provide service 
and ensure the safety of all skiers and snowboarders on the hills is something 
he finds very rewarding. It is a feeling you have to experience to understand 
the true benefits to be a ski patroller – a true calling indeed. The U.S. Ski Patrol 
is the Asian division of the World-renown National ski Patrol system, with the 
headquarters in Colorado.

The NsP has been serving the public/ski slopes for over 70 years, 20 years 
in Japan and Korea, with members from europe, the u.s., Korea and Australia. 
Members learn how to handle medical emergencies in all types of scenarios.

interesting for you to know is the u.s. National ski Patrol international ski 
Festival in YongPyeong each year. The 29th Alpine ski Festival will be held again 
in February. There will be a giant slalom and snowboard competition for chil-
dren, juniors, teens and adults. 

People attracted to the National ski Patrol have a strong desire to help others. 
some who join want to learn and use emergency care skills while others simply 
want to improve their skiing or snowboarding skills. The bottom line is they will 
help to make our mountains safer while creating fun for the winter sport.

www.usskipatrolasia.com 
FoR MoRe iNFoRMATioN CoNTACT:

u.s. National ski Patrol Director Roy Mellon - 011-9068-6003 
roy.mellon@hotmail.com

stanley lobdell Hills Director - 795-8124
swlobdell@gmail.com 

b. brender ski Patroller Director - 02-2287-8031 
bernhard.brender@hilton.com

U.s. sKi patrol iN Korea
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are your riding skills up to 
par? Why not get certi-
fied to teach snowboard-
ing? get your level 1 or 

level 2 casi (canadian association 
of snowboarders) qualifications 
here in Korea. casi is exclusively 
canadian, but thanks to some en-
terprising snowboarders it has been 
imported to Korea. 

CAsi members are internationally recognized 
throughout the snow sports industry allowing 
you to work throughout the world. This is CAsi’s 
third year in Korea and this is a great oppor-
tunity for anyone looking to gain a qualification 
as well as spend some extra time on their own 
free-riding.

CASI certification is comprised of four levels. 
level 1 is an introductory course designed to 
teach instructors how to introduce snowboard-
ing to beginning riders. level 2 stresses more on 
the intermediate riding skills. level 3 focuses on 
the advanced rider and level 4 focuses on expert 
riding techniques, teaching and pedagogy skills. 
levels 3 and 4 are not yet available in Korea. 

KAssi (Kornada Association of ski and snow-

board instructors) is CAsi’s only foreign course 
provider in Korea. They currently offer CAsi lev-
els 1 and 2 courses. They also offer prep courses 
for those needing a little extra preparation be-
fore the actual test. The prep courses are offered 
in english, French, Japanese, Korean and Chinese. 
The course, however, is conducted entirely in 
english.  The manual is in english and the evalua-
tor, brought in from Canada, follows strict CAsi 
standards to ensure that everything is done in 

english. You do not need to be a Canuck to enjoy 
CASI benefits. Anyone can take a CASI course. 
CASI members also enjoy great benefits like 
snowboard discounts and of course, the chance 
to teach snowboarding anywhere in the world. 
A CAsi membership card will open up 
the chance to teach snowboarding in 
places such as Japan, throughout eu-
rope and North America and other 
english speaking countries.

All 2010 courses will be held at hyundai sungwoo 
resort in Gangwon Province. students and the evaluator meet 
on the mountain at 8:20 a.m. on the first day. 

The level 1 course is a three-day test. The fee is 897,000 won 
(re-test: 300,000 won). The level 2 course is a four-day test. The 
fee is 1,055,000 won (re-test: 400,000 won). Factor in what a 
flight to Canada, accommodation, lift tickets, etc. would cost if 
you did the course in bC or Alberta and you will see that this 
is a great chance. The fee is for the course itself. Discounts for 
accommodation and lift passes are available. 

the dates are: 
Jan. 22-24 (level 1) 
Jan. 26-28 (level 1) 
Jan. 31-Feb. 2 (level 1) 
Feb. 10-12 (level 1) 
Feb. 4-7 (level 2) 

contact: colleen chapco Kassi  
(Casi-Korea regional Coordinator) 
010-9408-6232
colleen_chapco@yahoo.com 

get an international sNoWboardiNg 
teachiNg certificate in korea

casi



COMMeRCIAl ADs
HarD anD SOfT maSSage 
rehabilitation of Physical Dysfunction, and 
Corrective targeted streches for muscle 
imbalances, shiatsu and trigger points 
therapy massage, swedish blending with 
Deep Tissue and Traditional Ayurvedic, Foot 
Massage and Thai Yoga massage. Please 
contact Mel- 010 2892 9190.
LearnIng CenTer  
opened in itaewon, seoul! Have you ever 
wanted to teach a workshop on your favorite 
hobby or interest? Do you have something 
to share? Well Being studio is a place where 
people can teach and share subjects of 
any nature. Whether you are a potential 
instructor or participant, drop us an e-mail 
at: wellbeingstudio@gmail.com Check out 
www.wellbeingstudio.com 
WeLL BeIng STuDIO 
Looking for a place for meet-ups, gatherings, 
workshops or practicing/teaching dance, 
performance, yoga, meditation etc? Well 
Being studio 1 & 2 might be the place you’ve 
been looking for! 7 min walk from itaewon 
subway station exit 3. Check www.wellbe-
ingstudio.com or call Jiyoung 011 9580 7430 
HanDmaDe gIfTS 
Looking for special handmade gifts? Well-
being shop sells beautiful Himalayan salt 
lamps and mud masks, 100% essential oils, 
handmade candles and soaps, well-being 
products and unique handmade gift items 
made in Korea. For itaewon show room visit, 
call Jiyoung 011 9580 7430 Check www.
wellbeingshop.org for Korea, international 
shipping and show room direction. 
InTernaTIOnaL YOga SCHOOL
Further your personal and professional 
experience and growth with a real Yoga 
Teacher Training in the only iYF Yoga school 
in Korea. Dutch teacher, 26 years experience, 
Yogacharya and secretary of the iYF for 
Korea. Yoga is not a rigid exercise/theory/
discipline; Yoga is alive and very practically 
applicable in your daily life!  
www.magicpond.co.kr
3,000 neW & uSeD CarS 
(Buy & and sell) near downtown seoul/UsAG 
Yongsan, insurance, english language naviga-
tion, mechanic facilities, accessories, Korean 
auto inspection services, email Century 
Motors at century.kr@gmail.com for  
more info or call son Young-chan at 
010-3143-1344
reLaX, revITaLIze & rejuvenaTe! 
“soft Hands” Massage service.  We are an 
exclusive in home massage service.  relax in 
the privacy and comfort of your own home 
as our therapists come to you.  Massages 
starting from W20,000!  Please phone 
010-2892-8747

TeAMs
Handball - Team Handball - Olympic Handball 
- We often organize friendly games against Korean 
teams during evenings or weekends. Male or female 
players, beginners, intermediate or advanced 
players... everybody is welcome! Just email seB 
at handballinkorea@gmail.com or visit www.
handballinkorea.org

St Pats fC — Looking for players for the upcoming 
season. if you can play a bit, contact seoulstpats@
gmail.com

Seoul Saturday Soccer League - Looking for 
additional referees, players, goal keepers, new 
teams, for its spring season, starting Feb/28th/09. 
Please apply to soccersaturday@hotmail.com and 
leave your phone contacts for more information.

gaelic Club - if you are looking for a physical and 
competitive sport, while also wanting some craic 
while you are at it, then check out irish football, 
aka Gaelic. it is a mixture of soccer, basketball and 
rugby. Male and female teams meet frequently for 
training, games and social events. Please visit www.
seoulgaels.com

Touch rugby - contact seoultouch@gmail.com and 
more information can be found at touchtagrugby.
blogspot.com 

International Taekwondo club - looking for new 
members interested in taekwondo and cultural 
exchange on sat& sun 4:30PM ~ 8:30 PM near 
Konkuk Univ. email to tm3ym@hotmail.com or visit 
to http://cafe.daum.net/arirangtaekwon

Korea ultimate Players association – if you have 
been searching for some hot disc action in Korea, 
come out to play ultimate every sun with the Korea 
Ultimate Players Association. We welcome players 

of all skill levels, from complete newbies to seasoned 
veterans. We also run leagues during the spring 
and fall. For times and locations, please visit www.
koreaultimate.net 

Disc-golf in Seoul - Looking for something different 
to do and want to be more active in Korea? We are 
always looking for new people to play disc-golf every 
saturday. contact discgolf@naver.com 

The Korea Lacrosse association would l ike 
to involve more non-Koreans, with or without 
lacrosse experience, to participate in the growing 
tournaments and leagues. Please contact by emaiil 
parkpc@lacrosse.or.kr or 02-743-5291

football Club - Gecko's FC is looking for players, 
preferably with experience, for the start of the new 
season. We are a competitive team that also places 
a keen emphasis on social activities off the field as 
well. We practice regularly, play games on sundays 
and take road trips once or twice a season. Please 
contact geckosfc@yahoo.com

Crystal Palace football/Soccer Team – We are 
recruiting players of all abilities to join our games 
played in central seoul. Please contact Alex at 
harryhowlett@hotmail.com or 010 3040 6114

Seoul Survivors rfC - interested in rugby? Want 
to meet people from many dif ferent countries? 
seoul survivors has been around for over 20 years. 
We practice regularly and play a variety of different 
teams in friendlies, competitions and on tours. For 
more information, please contact ian at koreanianr@
yahoo.co.uk or 016-897-6282

The Seoul Sunday football League, a competitive 
amateur expat league, is looking for referees to 
officiate matches in seoul and surrounding areas on 
sundays. no official qualifications are necessary, but 
you should have a good knowledge of the game. Pay 
is 70,000 won per game. Also, if you are interested 
in playing, then we can also find you a team. Please 
contact: seoulfootball@hotmail.com   

Seoul Sisters Women’s rugby Club: Looking for 
new members, both Korean and foreign, to grow 
the in-house league. no experience is necessary 
and there are great coaches to get you up to speed 
quickly. contact seoulsistersrugby@yahoo.com or 
check out www.ssrfccom

Lokomotiv goyang football Club: Playing games 
in both seoul and Goyang, we are a football team 
always looking for new members. Besides playing 
together, we have numerous social gatherings 
and occasional foreign trips every season. Please 
contact lokogoyang@yahoo.co.uk or check www.
lokomotiv-goyang.com

ClUbs
Bellydance Classes in Seoul Tues nights & 
Thurs mornings. Belly dance is an energizing, 
low-impact exercise suitable for men & women of 
all ages. reduce stress, improve balance & posture, 
strengthen & tone muscles, develop grace, reduce 
weight, and increase self-confidence! Contact 
bellydancekorea@hotmail.com

Korea Latin & Salsa Korea Latin and salsa 
welcomes new members of all ages and experi-
ence levels for parties, salsa lessons in english and 

spanish, trips, friends, and fun.  Please visit our 
website KoreaLatinAndsalsa.com

Seoul artists network (San) have a bi-monthly 
open mic that takes place at Woodstock in itaewon 
on the first and third sundays of each month. www.
purevolume.com/jeremytoombs | www.myspace.
com/jeremytoombs

Writing Club Looking to form/join a writing group. 
Meetings would likely be on the weekends, twice 
a month. My focus is on short fiction/prose at the 
moment, but i would be open to non-fiction/longer 
works as well. email Bryan at scriptingends@gmail.com

Lodge Han Yang #1048 the oldest Masonic lodge 
in Korea welcomes all visiting and returning breth-
ren to attend our regularly scheduled meeting every 
second and fourth Wednesday.  Contact lodgehan-
yang@hotmail.com for additional information

Seoul fencing Club — seoul Grand Park in ichon-
dong. Please go to www.seoulfencing.com or email 
seoul.fencing.club@gmail.com. 

The Seoul Book Club, a new book club. We plan 
to meet once a month read and various works in 
english and then share and discuss our impressions, 
all are welcome. Please contact sean at 010-3648-
2861 or stm@iis.or.kr

KH Toastmasters is a fun, supportive environment to 
learn public speaking and leadership skills in english. 
our group is a dynamic mix of foreigners and Koreans, 
and we meet 8pm every Tuesday in Hyehwa. Guests 
always welcome. A map of our meeting location can 
be found at: khtoastmasters.com

Sherlock Holmes Club will meet every second 
Tuesday day at itaewon, 7.30pm. (Venue to be 
announced) A story from the canon, a short talk on 
Holmesiana, a Holmes quiz, and a Holmes movie: 
serious-fun. email Morrison at morry_lee@yahoo.
com.au, or phone 010-6376-3965.

Southside Hash House Harriers: Do you like to 
walk, run and drink beer? Would you like to meet 
fun and interesting people? Well then, come and join 
the seoul branch of this world-wide club that meets 
in a different location south of the Han river each 
sunday at 11:00am. All levels of fitness are welcome, 
just bring along your sneakers and a sense of humor! 
Please contact Countess at smcrae77@yahoo.com

Section 8 gaming: we meet sundays in the seoul 
area to play a variety of pen and paper role playing 
games, including Dungeons and Dragons. Contact 
section8gaming@gmail.com.

Toastmasters International, every Thursday night, 
near GyeongBuk Palace subway station, for more 
information visit the following websites: www.
toastmasters.org  www.seoultmclub.net or Contact 
us at: profirving2001@yahoo.com

Belly Dance Classes in english. Learn fine muscle 
control of the torso, arms and hips, and interpretation 
of intricate music in english with an interesting 
group of women. Classes on Tuesday nights and 
saturday mornings. All levels welcome. Contact  
eshe@eshebellydancer.com.

Texas Hold em in Ilsan - Weekly Hold em throw 
down at cool bar in La Festa, ilsan Tues & Thurs 
around 10pm & sundays 7pm. Contact mrleon29@
gmail.com i'm all-in. May the flop be with you!

Interested in Theatre?  seoul P layers i s an 
all-volunteer community theatre group which does 
two english language shows a year. For more info, 
please email seoulplayers@gmail.com 

Interested in Surfing? There are trips throughout 
the winter to discover Korea’s secret spots and 
great waves. Please contact nathan or Jack at 
seoulboardriders@hotmail.com 

Bazzer’s Buddies Dog Walking Club namsan, 
Han river and other outdoor areas around seoul. A 
fun way to get out on a sunday afternoon and meet 
new friends. send an email to www.bazzerdog.com 
to find out when and where we will meet.

The Original Seoul Toastmasters Club - Are you 
interested in joining a club of professionals working 
to develop communication and leadership skills? 
Meet new friends, both Korean and foreign, at the 
original seoul Toastmasters Club. Please contact 
Joohun Park at jhpamc@hanmail.net and 011 9279 
8299 or visit www.seoultmclub.net

Seoul PmS H3 – This is a running club for women 
that is also part of the Hash House Harriers. We meet 
one saturday afternoon a month and are looking 
for other women who like to run, walk, drink and/
or socialize. Contact msthanx4nothin@gmail.com or 
visit www.myspace.com/seoul_pms_h3

Karaoke Club - Join a karaoke club in seoul with 
people who love to sing, whether you sound like 
Frank sinatra or Frankenstein! We meet once a 
month. Please contact seoulsing@gmail.com 

are you a vegetarian or vegan in Korea? The 
seoul Veggie Club meets twice a month to check 
out veggie-friendly restaurants and enjoy picnics. 
Koreans, foreigners, vegetarians and non-vegetarians 
are all welcome. "Facebook group seoul veggie club"

meeTinSeOuL – Come hang out with a large free, 
all-volunteer social group. There are no membership 
fees, just pay for your own cost of the events (movies, 
dinners etc). www.meetin.org/city/MeeTinseoUL/

Conservatives abroad – For suppor ts of the 
British Conservative Party, and others who are 
interested. We will host social events, fundraisers 
and possibly public speakers from London. For 
more information, please visit groups.yahoo.com/
group/Conservativesabroadkorea/ orcontact ian at 
koreanianr@yahoo.co.uk or 016-897-6282

Yongsan Kimchi Hash House Harriers - if you 
enjoy running, walking and trekking throughout seoul 
as well as drinking beer, then come join us every 
saturday at 10 a.m. For more information, please visit 
www.freewebs.com/ykhhh (then go to "hareline") or 
malgosia02@yahoo.com

Hiking Club – The international Hikers Club meets 
every sat. For more information, please contact 
sihclub@gmail.com

mostly Over 40 – This club meets for lunch on 
sunday a month and, as the name depicts, consists of 
people who are mostly over 40. For more information, 
contact mostlyover40@yahoogroups.com

CWg, ‘Conversations with god,’ discussion and 
study group is open for anyone who is interested in 
talking about the themes and implications of this book. 
Contact markyansen@yahoo.com or 011 9990 4291 

artists – We are interested in starting an artists’ 
collective in seoul. Are you a visual artist interested 
in tak ing par t in a group exhibit ion? Contac t 
seoulcreative@yahoo.comForeigner/Korean

friendship Club: our purpose is to meet at a bar 
on saturdays to meet new people, introduce new 
cultures, share thoughts and have fun. Living in 
Korea with people from around the world, it is a 
great opportunity to better understand and learn 
from each other. Contact yupggiklub@hotmail.com 
or check out seoulcircle.com

fusion art: seeking members involved in various arts 
(painting, drawing, illustration, sculpture, photos and 
more) for regular meetings and exhibitions to share 
information about colors and opinions. Please contact 
bakerycorner@yahoo.co.kr, chubbyhubby@hanmail.
net or 010-6423-6037

Korean movie Club: With english subtitles, people 
are now able to enjoy and understand recent 
Korean (and some non-Korean) movies and dramas 
in front of a 120-inch screen. The club is located 
just a minute from sinchon station. Please contact 
koreanmovieclub@yahoo.com or www.geocities.
com/koreanmovieclub 

Seoul Stitch ‘n Bitch: This club has a craf ting 
get-together the 1st and 3rd sunday of every month 
in Haebangchon, seoul, Please contact seoulsnb@
gmail.com or check www.seoulsnb.blogspot.com 

Sinchon Toastmasters Club: Looking for new 
members, both Korean & foreign, wanting to improve 
their public speaking and leadership skills in an 
atmosphere where members can also have fun 
interacting together. Please contact Dong Wan at: 
intervie@naver.com

Suwon Scuba Club: A dive club close to osan 
Air Base and Camp Humphreys, we teach all Padi 
courses and run regular tours for fun dives to the east 
sea. Along with dives, the club has a major social 
element with outstanding BBQ's and parties on each 
tour. Please contact nic at: nichofberg@yahoo.com, 
010 3123 2061 or www.suwonscuba.com

lIsTINGs email:  
info@groovekorea.com
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INTeRNATIONAl ClUbs
I nves tor & rea l  e s t ate C lub meet ings - 
every Monday @ Watts on Tap. Discussions on 
international dating, relationships, investments. 
D i s cus s  i n ve s t men t s  w i t h  roi  h i ghe r  t han 
KosPi average. Anyone with valuable or critical 
comments wins cash & prizes! Contact 010-5552-
5568 

royal asiatic Society (raS) – This non-profit 
organization offers lectures about Korea’s history 
and culture, while also offering tours to various 
locat ions around the countr y. Please contac t 
raskb@kornet.net or visit www.raskb.com 

The american Women's Club (aWC) now meets 
at the sofitel Ambassador Hotel at 9:30 AM on the 
first Tuesday of each month. www.awckorea.org. 

The austral ia & new zealand assocation 
(anz a)  meet s a t the Grand Hyat t Hote l a t 
9:30AM on the third Tues of the month. For more 
information, please visit www.anzakorea.com or 
events@anzakorea.com

The British association of Seoul (BaSS) meets 
at the seoul Club from 10 AM to noon on the 
fourth Tues of the month. For more information, 
please contact basseoul@yahoo.co.uk

The Canadian Women’s Club (CWC) meets the 
second Tues of the month & also participate in a 
group activity the fourth Wed of the month. For 
more information, contact sujaybee@yahoo.com

Club Italia hosts a lunch every sun at 1 PM at the 
Franciscan school in Hannam-dong. The lunch 
costs KrW 15,000 and everyone is welcome. For 
more information, please visit www.clubitalia.or.kr

Career Women in Korea (CWIK) at the new 
seoul Hotel on the third Wed evening of the 
month. For more information, please visit www.
cwik21.com or contact career_women_in_korea@
yahoo.com. 

The Seoul International Women’s association 
(SIWa) meets at the sofitel Ambassador Hotel at 
9:30 AM on the third Wed of the month. For more 
information, please visit www.siwapage.com

Overseas Chinese Women’s Club (OCWC) 
meets monthly and is open to all women who 
would l ike to make new f r iends, enjoy good 
food and learn about Chinese culture. Chinese is 
spoken, but interpretation is available. For more 
information, please visit our website at ocwckr.
spaces.live.com or contact ocwckr@hotmail.com

 

ANNOUNCeMeNTs
The ang Dating Daan Korea Chapter conducts 
free Bible study and distributes DVDs of Bible 
expositions of the only sensible preacher in our time 
— Brother eli soriano. if you want free copies of 
Bible expositions and hear free Bible study, please 
call 010-5737-2561 / 010-3004-0817

amnesty g48 is an of f icial group of Amnesty 
international Korea. This group is made up of both 
Korean and foreign volunteers who actively take 
par t in the movement to promote and protect 
human rights for all people around the world. The 
group's main activities include writing appeal letters, 
sending online urgent action mails, organizing street 
campaigns, human rights education and holding 
regular meetings on the first saturday of every month 
from 4 - 6pm in central seoul. e-mail Tom for further 
details @ amnestyseoul@gmail.com.

all native english Speakers, Kyopos, and 
Koreans. Proficient in english are welcome to join 
our weekly bible study/fellowship meetup held 
every saturday at 3 pm. We seek to delve deeply into 
scripture. Contact info. 011-359-1317

Bellydance lessons in english in Itaewon at 
the Well Being studio by eshe on Tuesdays and 

saturdays. Absolute beginners welcome. Awaken 
your body and spirit with this ancient healing art. 
Details at www.eshebellydancer.com or email 
eshebellydancer@hotmail.com

Looking to start a La Leche League in Seoul. 
Anyone interested in joining thisgroup or with 
prev ious exper ience in l ead ing one, p lease 
email:sondancer23@yahoo.com

Sunday Salsa Class @ You Can Dance! Studio 
in itaewon / Beginner i - 1~2:30PM / Beginner ii - 
2:30~4PM. Go to www.youcandancekorea.com or 
call 749-3262

Bible Study enthusiasts - Weekly Bible study for 
native english speakers. We are having a weekly 
Bible study every saturday, at 7:30 PM. everyone 
is welcome! Call me at 011-359-1317 or email 
homechurch-314@meetup.com or homechurch.
meetup.com/314/ for further information.

Democrats abroad in the rOK - Different ways 
to get involved. official membership open to Us 
Citizens. social events open to all nationalities. 
contact demsabroadseoul@gmail.com

Seoul global Center - seoul Help Center for 
foreigners has been renamed and relocated to the 
Korea Press Foundation Building floor.
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The rights of arrested or Imprisoned foreigners
The rights of a foreigner in Korea are the same as those of a 

Korean national.  While many of the legal rights during the police 
and prosecutors investigation are almost the same as those in G-8 
countries, there are some unique rights that an individual has here.  
They are not well known and usually not fully understood.  The rights 
you have can be categorized into three sections: those exercisable 
during the investigation, when you are before the court, and while you 
are detained.

 
This article covers some of the most striking, and least well-known,  

rights that you have as an individual in the Republic of Korea.
 
exercisable rights When Investigated  

by Police Officers or Prosecutors
The police stress most persons during the interview process, as do 

the investigations by the prosecutor. Being forewarned and forearmed 
will go a long way in reducing the level of intimidation.

right to Counsel
You have the right to a court appointed lawyer during the course of 

the trial proceedings.  if you had read last month’s article you would 
fully understand why having counsel during the proceedings is not 
nearly as important as having counsel before the proceedings.  By the 
time the case has been scheduled for a trial, the evidence that has 
been compiled by the prosecutor is overwhelming and any chance to 
mediate a solution is gone.

 You can also get help from a duty lawyer if you are arrested or 
detained unexpectedly.  The duty lawyer makes a tour of police station 
jails for counseling, provides counseling services through mobile 
phone on holidays, and visits the police station AT THe reQUesT of 
the detainee on weekdays.  The phone number for the Korean Bar 
Association is +82-2-3476-6000 and should be placed on speed dial.

The right to have a judge examine whether  
the arrest is reasonable prior to the arrest

When an investigator applies for an arrest warrant with the court, 
you have the opportunity to defend yourself before a judge, which is 
called the “substantive review of a warrant.” Before applying for an 
arrest warrant, if the investigators should ask whether you want the 
substantive review of the warrant, it is in your best interest to ask for 
the review.  if the issuance of the warrant has no merit, the judge 
will refuse to issue the warrant.  The system is in effect to prevent 
malicious abuse of power by the prosecutors’ office or the police.  
Given the civil war and the former military dictatorship the right was 
necessary to protect the people who protested against the military 
dictatorship, among others.

 
The right to review the reasonableness  

of arrest after being arrested
even if you are arrested or taken into custody by investigators due 

to an arrest warrant, you are entitled to receive a review regarding 
the reasonableness of the arrest by the court.  This process is called 
“review of the Legality of Custody,” and if the court orders your 
release, you will be released immediately.  You, as well as your 
attorney, co-habitant or employer may request the review.  Having as 
many people appear in front of the judge during this review is critical.  

The judge will be determining if your arrest will hurt the fabric of the 
society of Korea, force your family to starve, etc., and the crime for 
which you have been arrested for, and your arrest, will be weighed 
against the damage to the society that will be caused by your arrest 
and detention.

 
Suspect’s right to request the reading of their statement 
The record of yours that is made at the police station or with the 

prosecutor is your statement.  You have the right to have the final 
statement read to you by an interpreter and to have any changes 
you made that you feel are necessary to accurately reflect your 
statement.  Most times, changes to the statement are made at the 
end of the interview process, so please be patient and wait to make 
the corrections you feel are necessary.  Being patient and polite 
with the investigators, the police and the prosecutor will serve your 
interests much better than quibbling over what hue of blue the car 
was painted: its blue.

right to reject signing or affixing your seal on the statement
if you request an amendment or a correction to the statement 

and the change is not made, you have the right to refuse signing 
the statement.  if you reject signing the statement it will be viewed 
without prejudice by the judge.  The judge is well aware that 
sometimes, as with every country, there are overzealous investigations 
that result in an injustice.  

 
exercisable rights at Trial Before the Court
The following rights can be exercised before the judge. if you choose 

to exercise these rights, do so with the greatest respect to the office of 
the judge, the court and others.

right to reject any statement unfavorable to you
even if you are arrested, detained and in front of the prosecutor, 

who will read the list of crimes you are accused of as stated in the 
indictment, if the stated crime(s) differs from the actual crime(s) 
you can tell the judge what is exactly different.  During this process 
you may apply for a witness to prove this fact and you may at the 
same time provide other evidence. if you do not tell the judge at 
that moment in time, the crimes stated by the prosecutor will be 
considered confirmed and the judge will act accordingly. 

 
right…, …rights Huh? Which rights are right? 
The most important right is the right to legal counsel and there is a 

duty lawyer who will come upon your request. Please note the right 
to a duty lawyer is based upon your ability to afford one.  The truth is 
that most Foreign english Teachers are paid twice the salary of their 
Korean coworkers.  simply because the Foreign english Teacher has 
not saved any money does not mean they cannot afford a lawyer: 
they have the income.  You should still request a duty lawyer, but 
remember that they work between 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. Monday 
to Friday and will fulfill their public service on the weekends if the 
situation is critical.  There are more rights available to persons who are 
arrested. Be sure to ask your attorney.

Lee & Partners is a Korean legal service provider that fuses Western legal 
practices with the Korean legal system. If you have any questions, please 
do not hesitate to contact us by email at help@leeandpartners.net

“You Have the  
Right to Recant  

Your Confession...”

LegaL aDvICe
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Gemini
May 21 - June 21
You can expec t 2010 
to be a banner year for 
your career, dear Gemini, 
with doors opening up 
for you and strong sup-
port from others. Late 
January brings a taste of 
that exciting energy. Until then, you have to deal 
with some tricky misunderstandings, delays, and 
miscommunications. Most of these (the more 
challenging ones) clear up by mid-month, but 
you are likely to deal with mechanical break-
downs and communication snafus, especially 
with friends, until mid-March. Finances are also 
touchy this month, with most problems finding 
resolution in the third week of January.

Cancer
June 22 - July 22
The holiday season was 
co lor fu l for you, dear 
Cancer, and you start out 
the new Year with some 
cha l lenges wi th those 
close to you. However, 
by mid-month, you are rediscovering the joys 
of partnership, as well as a newfound urge 
to explore and expand your horizons. Meet-
ing new people and learning about the world 
around you are healthy escapes. Domestic 
responsibilities are heavy now and this year, 
and power struggles are likely as you attempt 
to bring more order to your home life. 

libra
Sept 23 - Oct 22
2010 will bring its share 
of responsibilities to you, 
dea r  L ib r a ,  bu t  no t h -
ing you can’t handle. in 
fact, you will come out 
stronger and more self-
reliant than ever before. More confidence is 
with you on the job in January. You will need to 
be careful, however, that you don’t take on too 
much. Friends might be difficult or hard to find 
when you need them most this month and the 
next. By mid-March, you will figure out a plan 
to change this. Mid-January brings a need to 
take charge on the home front and more pleas-
ing circumstances surrounding your home and 
family. From the 18th you’ll be enjoying a more 
sociable time and lighter spirit.

scorpio
Oct 23 - Nov 21
Career demands a re 
heavy this month, dear 
scorp io. some dec i -
sions or plans may be 
on hold and projec t s 
n e e d  t o  b e  r e d o n e . 
While you have excellent ideas for projects 
now, mull them over until a better time for 
launching them. This year, making money can 
actually be pleasurable, whether it’s because 
you are liking what you do more, or monetiz-
ing a favorite pastime or hobby. entertainment 
and leisure opportunities open up for you this 
year, starting in January. Your romantic life 
picks up speed, you’re feeling more creative, 
and your interests expand.

Aquarius
Jan 20 - Feb 18
U n t i l  t h e  18 t h ,  d e a r 
Aquarius, life is quiet as 
it should be. it’s time to 
catch up on your sleep 
,  pay more a t ten t ion 
t o  y o u r  d r e a m s  a n d 
intuition, and deal with some endings that 
need your attention. While the new Year may 
not start with a bang for you, from the 18-20 
and forward, others pay close attention. You 
are more magnetic and personally popular. 
some surprises are in store at work this month. 
now and over the next few months, your bank 
account may increase, but so could your urge to 
splurge!

Pisces
Fe 19 - Mar 20
Barriers have been com-
ing down for you in the 
past years, dear Pisces. 
With jovial Jupiter mov-
ing into your s ign this 
month (and staying there 
much of 2010), you’l l be enjoying a lucky 
streak of sorts. Your confidence and optimism 
increase. Career and professional matters will 
soar this year, although now and until March, 
backtracking in your work and other frustra-
tions may be in store. some financial tensions 
are likely, coming from others draining your 
resources. Hold on to your money. January is 
excellent for making new beneficial friend-
ships and connections.

Virgo
Aug 23 - Sept 22
You are learning about 
what motivates you and 
how to express yourself 
more freely as a result, 
dear Virgo. A new begin-
ning or a surge in your 
romantic l ife is experi-
enced from the 13-18, although you’ll still need to 
iron out your differences when it comes to shared 
values. A romance or creative project moves for-
ward at this point. For some of you, a child gets a 
lucky break or is in better humor. saturn reminds 
you to save and cut back, and your body gives you 
a strong message to rest. This year, doors open up 
for love and business partnerships. Work is strong 
and rewarding from the 20th.

leo
July 23 - Aug 22
More rethinking of your 
strategies when it comes 
to personal plans is in 
order this month, dear 
Leo. others might not 
b e  g e t t i n g  y o u  r i g h t 
now, and you experience 
delays and frustrations that force you to go over 
your plans and refine them. You are also learn-
ing to be more humble and patient. However, 
work matters improve significantly by mid-
January, although you still have to deal with 
some power struggles on the job front, and a 
partnership feels stronger. As well, finances are 
likely to improve this year starting in January.

Capricorn
Dec 22 - Jan 19
Januar y i s a persona l l y 
important month for you, 
dear Capricorn—a time for 
reinventing yourself. While 
t he re  a re  more c a re e r 
pressures to deal with, you 
have very strong powers of 
attraction and can form a beneficial friendship 
this month. A year of learning and improving 
your skills is in store, as well as increased charm 
in your manner and the way you express your 
ideas. Gifts, pay increases, or other bonuses 
are likely forthcoming this month. However, 
financial challenges are likely when it comes to 
debts, alimony, or a partner’s income.

sagitarius
Nov 22 - Dec 21
As adventurous as you 
a re ,  dea r  s ag i t t a r iu s , 
January pulls you closer 
to home and family. This 
is a trend that continues 
much of the year—family 
and domestic activit ies 
bring joy and increase. Challenges with friends 
over values are l ikely to crop up now and 
throughout 2010. This has you questioning who 
is a true friend...and who isn’t. While it may not 
feel great initially, you’ll be strengthening true 
friendships this year. some delays occur with 
travel, education, and possibly in-laws. January 
is strong, however, for money matters, with a 
windfall, gift, or bonus likely.

Taurus
Apr 21 - May20
Challenges this month 
mostly revolve around 
home, family, finances, 
an d p e r s ona l  en e rg y 
levels, dear Taurus. A 
partner is facing problems that ricochet back 
to you. However, opportunities to break the 
routine and to get away are likely to arise now 
and in the coming months. Family tensions and 
possible home repairs cannot be escaped, but 
a change of scene can help your overall mood. 
some of you will be relocating, although it’s 
better to do so after March. Finances improve 
from mid-month, and you are feeling decid-
edly more independent. new friendships are 
opening up for you.

Aries
Mar 21 - Apr 20
Career and professional 
mat te r s a re in s t rong 
focus this month, dear 
Aries, but they are not 
always easy. While you 
have the opportunity to truly shine profession-
ally, blockages can come from both outside 
and within. You are not as sure of yourself 
and uncharac ter is t ical ly second-guessing 
your decisions these days.  rules and plans 
seem to be changing. roadblocks and delays 
don’t help, but are mostly cleared up by mid-
month, when you have a chance to start fresh. 
Continue to expect tests and hold off on major 
career decisions for now.  You end January 
with friendlier energy.



Sudoku

aCrOSS
1 Prelude to a duel
5 Discontinue
9 Parting words
14 “Gone With The Wind” 
plantation
15 Lord
16 Capital of Vietnam
17 reached
19 Actor-director Welles
20 Former Mrs. Trump
21 Pair
23 Tree trunk
24 in a mean manner
26 Motown, for one
28 skip over
30 Least adorned

33 storage structure
36 Fiji’s capital
38 __ Domingo
39 seine’s contents
40 reddish-orange
42 Trophy
43 objet d’art
45 Chief city of northern nigeria
46 Greek goddess of youth
47 Deli necessity
49 Japanese warrior
51 rice dish
53 Baloney
57 Whirl
59 City of the Philistines
61 Bellini opera
62 Greek underworld

64 shrubby thicket
66 “__ my case”

67 Price exacted
68 Barbed
69 Untidy
70 Paris airport
71 Primitive dwellings

DOWn
1 Mark
2 Grub
3 Wall hanging
4 Given a coat
5 JFK’s predecessor
6 Blue-billed bird
7 endorse
8 Flower part
9 Gloating cry
10 Hanna’s partner
11 impertinence
12 implement
13 Trig. ratio
18 Colorado resort
22 Light stroke
25 “Mona __”
27 Lively party
29 French mineral water
31 stumpy remnant
32 Hit the sauce
33 Brief moments
34 Drag
35 Greek tragedian

37 Best Film of 1977
40 Book before Amos
41 Britain’s Blair
44 Unfriendly quality
46 Bronte sisters’ home village
48 Disdained newspaper
50 1806 victory for napoleon
52 ipso __
54 Pianist Claudio
55 Agent 86
56 stops
57 Wedge-shaped insert
58 Peel
60 Hammer-hurling god
63 Pigpen
65 Travel a route regularly

The aim of the 
puzzle is to insert  
numbers in the 
boxes to satisfy 
only one condition: 
each row, column 
and 3x3 box must  
contain one of each 
digit from 1-9.

Theres is a 
unique solution,  
which can be found  
by logical thinking.
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konglish  
of the month

winner:  

prizes (oNe)
Wolfhound: 50,000 KRW• 

Nanta: 2 tickets• 

Club MAss: 2 tickets• 

Pieroth: bottle of wine• 

FC seoul: 2 tickets• 
H-Diner: 30,000 KRW• 
los Amigos: 50,000 KRW• 
belsize Park: bottle of wine• 
sam Ryan’s: 50,000 KRW• 
Chakraa: 50,000 KRW• 
stompers: 40,000 KRW• 

runner-up



itaewon directorY
BunGalOw TrOpical lOunGe  02-793-2344 
This newly opened bar and restaurant sets the 
standards of unique excellence to higher levels - 
decked out with bamboo, sand, pools, swings, a 
fireplace and more. 

chirOpracTic SpOrTS MeD clinic  02-798-1446 
American and Australian trained, doctors are flu-
ent in English, Spanish & Korean. 

DOn Valley KOrean reSTauranT  02-796-2384 
Conveniently located in the heart of Itaewon, this 
spacious restaurant accommodates 120 guests 
for delicious dinners and large parties. Open 24 
hours everyday, it specializes in “Korean BBQ Done 
Right” - grilled beef ribs, bulgogi and bibimbap as 
well as many others. 

GOrGeOuS MachO’S KiTchen  02-6403-7781 
Homemade American-style diner. All-day brunch, 
sandwich, and salads. A perfect spot for private 
parties. A reservation is required. 

JOnny DuMplinG   02-790-8830 
Enjoy different styles of healthy, handmade 
dumplings made fresh everyday. Meat as well as 
vegetarian dumplings are available. 

la ciGale MOnTMarTre  02-796-1244 
Contemporary French cuisine in cozy and intimate  
surroundings.with a classy yet casual feel, it has a 
variety of food which includes a range of mussels. 
Its terrace brings an outdoor feel yet warm & dry 
comfort to accommodate the weather. 

la plancha  02-790-0063 
Spanish grill restaurant includes combination plat-
ters along with al la carte side dishes. Feast inside 
in the warm and cozy atmosphere or sit out on 
the plant covered terrace. 

lOcO lOca  02-796-1606 
Enjoy Salsa music and dancing in the vibrant at-
mosphere. Freshly baked pizzas with Latino flavors 
and the very best South American wines will be 
served. 

MaraKech niGhT (3 lOcaTiOnS)  02-795-9441 
Moroccan & Arabic restaurant offering authentic 
dishes, atmosphere and music. Wine, beer, juices 
and yogurt drinks are also available. Enjoy fla-
vored tobacco from traditional shisha pipe. 

McDOnalD’S  02-790-6413 
Open 24 hours with breakfast served from 5 – 11 
AM

panchOS   02-792-4746 
A Mexican bar with darts, pool, television and a 
wide selection of music. A spacious setting with 
big windows overlooking Itaewon’s main street. 

piTa TiMe  02-790-8891 
Providing fresh healthy food, Pita Time offers the 
choice of pitas, pita pizzas, salads and more. De-
livery service. 

Queen  
Queen welcomes ALL people for who they are and  
creates an open environment where 
different people from various back-
grounds can cross barriers and unite  
as one community while having the time of their 
lives in the ultimate party kingdom! 

rOcKy MOunTain TaVern  010-5775-2327 
With a Canadian feel throughout, RMT attracts a 
crowd for sports coverage, trivia, wings, weekend 
brunch & live music. 

SaiGOn Grill  02-793-77848 
A chic Vietnamese restaurant offering more than just  
delicious food. Relax outside in the covered gar-
den patio atmosphere or enjoy the modern Asian 
style décor inside. 

SOluTiOnS   02-795-0827 
The friendly English-speaking staff offers PC sales &  
repair as well as mailboxes and safety deposit 
boxes. 

SyD ‘n Mel  02-792-2190 
An Australian bar and grill offering sporting events on  
the big screen, drink specials, wine appreciation 
night the 1ST Fri. of the month, all day breakfast 
and more.

TMaS   02-796-7976 
Total Martial Arts System. Designed for FOREIGNERS  
and lessons in English. learn true martial arts, train-
ing and spending time together like a family.

uniQue TraVel   02-792-0606 
A travel agency in the heart of Itaewon where 
English, Japanese and Korean are spoken. 

wOlFhOunD iriSh puB   02-749-7971 
This two storey Irish pub has a wide variety of im-
ported beers, exceptional food and a great at-
mosphere. Guinness and Kilkenny on tap.

3 alley puB  02-749-3336 
Friendly place with quality service. Trivia Night ev-
ery Thurs.

helioslos amigos
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Bar 22 (2F)
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groove spc challeNge
Greetings.  My name is Aaron and 

as leader of the seoul Photo Club, i’m 
happy to tell you that we have a new 
Groove sPC monthly photo challenge 
for the coming year. But first, what is the 
seoul Photo Club?

The sPC is an online community of 
expats in Korea who are interested in 
learning about and discussing the art of 
photography.  ‘seoul Photo Club’ is really 
a bit of a misnomer though, as mem-
bership is open to anyone who lives 

anywhere in Korea.  indeed, we have 
members from one end of the country 
to the other – from Paju to Jeju and 
sokcho to incheon.  We have teamed 
up with Groove Korea to organize the 
magazine’s monthly competition.

how does it work?
each month the competition is an-

nounced in Groove Korea and at the 
sPC, and each month the competition 
will have a different theme.  upcoming 
themes might include such things as 

‘Repetition,’ ‘Red’ or ‘After Dark.’  Just 
submit your interpretation of the theme 
at the sPC or via email to have a shot 
at having your pic published here in 
Groove Korea and winning the monthly 
prize.

how do i enter?
There are two ways.  Just join the 

Seoul Photo Club on Flickr – www.flickr.
com/groups/seoulphotoclub - and add 
your pic to the competition, or email 
your entry to raisey@hanmail.net.  All 

entries will be displayed online at the 
sPC for the duration of the competition.

further requirements:  You must 
provide your name and contact details 
plus a 50 – 150 word description telling 
us the what/where/when of the photo.

entries must be at least 2000 pixels 
on the longest side and 300dpi to meet 
printing requirements.

for further info, visit the seoul 
Photo Club on flickr.

pic  
of the 
month
Winner:
ShaWn 
parker

The richness of character, the boldness of spirit, the 
life on display at Namdaemun Market is unparalleled 
anywhere on the peninsula. There’s more verve in one 
lump of handmade mandu than a screeching ajuma can 
shake a stick at.

Fresh mandu should be high atop the list of things 
to try for any visitor to the night market, but don’t 
forget to try the other essentials: a black market louis 
vuitton handbag; 15 gallons of ginseng; 85 pounds of 
kimchi; exorbitantly priced fruit; fish that was at one 
time fresh; a bunny in a tiny sweater and a corndog, 
triple fried and coated in seven types of sugar. 

prizes (oNe):  

Wolfhound Pub: 50,000 KRW
sam Ryan’s: 50,000 KRW
Chakraa: 50,000 KRW

los Amigos: 50,000 KRW
olde stompers: 40,000 KRW

H-Diner: 30,000 KRW  
Pieroth Wine: one bottle of wine
belsize Park: one bottle of wine

FC seoul: 2 tickets
Nanta: 2 tickets 

Club MAss: 2 tickets
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beginning each New Year, i declare a personal  
challenge upon myself. Whether it is to lose weight, 

quit smoking or to never drink soju again, many of us 
have New Year’s resolutions. this year, i have given 
my resolution a theme: from pathetic to athletic. 

This year, i need to get healthier. Dr. Pepper and beef jerky is 
not the breakfast of champions. So, for the first time in my life, I 
have decided to diet. i want to lose weight, forty pounds (18 kgs.) 
to be exact, and stay fit in the future. I do not want to be that guy 
who wears a t-shirt, while swimming at the beach. 

Several things have influenced my decision to deprive myself 
of all things delicious. I now weigh two-hundred and sixty-five 
pounds (121 kgs.). That is more that an eighth of a ton! Truly 
pathetic, i admit. i used to be athletic. Now, i have titties where 
i used to have a chest. These titties hang like 
bags of soup from my collarbones. They 
even shake while i brush my teeth. 
When showering, my abdomen looks 
like wet bread. These fat facts some-
times make me as emotional as a “big-
gest loser” contestant. Maybe this is 
because fat people have bigger feelings 
than regular size people. 

My problem is that i love food. i love food 
more than Tiger Woods loves white women. 
My idea of a threesome is eating comfort foot 
with oprah and Kirstie Alley. i fantasize about the 
three of us in a hot tub full of tiramisu. i like my nutri-
tion with a side of naughty. 

A balanced diet is not a sweet and sour chicken wing 
in one hand 
and a honey garlic 
chicken wing in the 
other hand. The food 
pyramid is not a sand-
wich at burger king. A 
balanced diet involves 
discipline when mak-
ing culinary choices. 
However, the follow-
ing is a conversation 

about food that i can’t imagine ever having with someone. 
 Q: “Hey, brian. Do you want a piece of pizza?”
 A: “No, thanks. i had a tangerine about an hour ago.” 
i have lost the battle of the bulge, but not the war of my 

waistline. i am now a calorie commando. i have many 
edible enemies. but, i have an enter strategy. Goodbye 
bacon, cinnabuns and fried chicken. Hello bananas, 
celery and proper portion sizes. 

While clothes shopping last week, i was of-
fered honest words of encouragement from 
an elderly Korean salesperson. i asked, “What 
size do you have in this?” she replied, “size not 
enough.” 

indeed.

i love food 
more than 
tiger Woods 
loves white 
women. 

feedback
any questions or comments,  
please email:  
info@groovekorea.com




